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EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF STOL TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS (PHASE II)
By David W. Welp, Ronald A. Brown,
David G. Ullman, and Mark B. Kuhner
BATTELLE
Columbus Laboratories
INTRODUCTION
This report contains a description of four tasks accomplished under
Amendment Number 3 of Contract NAS2-6889. This contract deals with Effec-
tiveness Evaluation of STOL (Short Take-off and Landing) Operations. The
first phase of the contract is described in Reference 1. The primary
product of contract NAS2-6889 is a computer simulation program which models
a commerical short-haul aircraft operating in the civil air system. The
purpose of the program is to evaluate the effect of a given aircraft avionics
capability on the ability of the aircraft to perform on-time carrier opera-
tions (see Figure 1). The program outputs consist primarily of those quantities
which can be used to determine direct operating costs. These inlcude schedule
reliability or delays, repairs/replacements, fuel consumption, cancellations,
etc. Development of the simulation program continued during the second phase
of the contract. More comprehensive models of the terminal area environment
were added and a simulation of an existing airline operation was conducted to
obtain a form of model verification. The capability of the program to pro-
vide comaprative results (sensitivity analysis) was then demonstrated by mod-
ifying the aircraft avionics capability for additional computer simulations.
Several additional tasks which fall under the contract objectives but
which are not directly related to the computer simulation development were
also accomplished during the second phase of the contract. The complete
set of tasks for the second phase covered by Amendment Number 3 is listed
below.
(1) Verify, expand, and exercise the effectiveness evaluation
program. Verification was to be accomplished by simulating
an existing air carrier short-haul operation. (Task 10)
(2) Examine the MLS (microwave landing system) coverage require-
ments for STOL operations. (Task 8)
(3) Determine the need for and application of INS (inertial
navigation system) in future commercial STOL operations.
In particular the applicability of SIRU (strapdown
inertial reference unit), a redundantly configured strap-
down system, was to be examined. (Task 9)
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FIGURE 1. ELEMENTS OF THE STOL EFFECTIVENESS
EVALUATIOn PROGRAM
(4) Examine the STOL operating experiments and their potential
for providing airlines and aircraft manufacturers with data
and technology needed to minimize direct operating costs
and cost of ownership. (Task 11)
Each of these tasks is described separately in the same order listed above;
first, in the Summary and Conclusions and then in the main body of the report.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Effectiveness Evaluation Program Simulation
Several improvements were made to the effectiveness evaluation program.
These included:
(1) A terminal area ceiling and visibility model which
distinguishes between Category I, II, and III approach
conditions
(2) Addition of a more comprehensive approach and take-off
queuing model
(3) A repair strategy more representative of airline operations.
A simulation of Air California's flight operations was conducted to obtain
a data baseline and to provide a form of validation of the simulation program
Air California performance data were available in the form of gate departure
delays and concellations. The amount of delay was separated into three time
groups: 1-5 minutes; 5-15 minutes; and greater than 15 minutes. Gate departure
delays were further separated by Air California into the following categories:
maintenance, weather, equipment, passengers, fueling, ATC, late arrivals, and
other.
In addition to the summary performance data described above, Air California
provided equipment removal statistics on individual avionics items, data on the
operating characteristics of their Boeing 737's, and general information about
daily operating procedures.
The simulation results compared quite well with the Air California data.
The only area of significant difference was in weather data. The weather model
in the simulation, which utilized National Weather Service data, produced sig-
nificantly more delays and cancellations than apparently experienced by Air
California. The reasons for this difference are difficult to resolve because
the Air California data represent a rather small statistical sample (2 years).
In addition, their criteria for cancellations are not as straightforward as that
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used in the simulation (a flight was cancelled in the simulation if any de-
parture delay exceeded 2 hours). Time and funds did not permit a search for
and analysis of additional weather data from other airlines and government
agencies.
The ability of the simulation program to provide comparative or sensi-
tivity data was demonstrated through additional simulations in which
(1) The avionics complement aboard the Air California 737's
was augmented to provide a Category II and III approach/
land weather capability.
(2) Differing repair strategies were used.
(3) The flight schedule was varied.
The results showed the impact of these changes, primarily on schedule reliability
and maintenance requirements. The addition of a Category III avionics capa-
bility reduced delays and cancellations, but at the expense of significantly
more hardware failures. It was also shown with Category III equipment that the
schedule reliability is sensitive to repair strategy. Performance can be sig-
nificantly improved if equipment required for low visibility approach and take-
off is not repaired during the daily flight operations unless weather forecasts
dictate the potential need for the capability.
The computer simulation tool has reached a stage of development which
will allow its use for assessment of the impact of avionics capability on
airline performance. Each application will very likely require some probram
modification or modeling improvement in the specific avionics area which the
user is interested in evaluating. However, it has been demonstrated that the
model provides a reasonable representation of an actual airline operation and is
an excellent vehicle for analysis of the sensitivity of performance to avionics
parameters.
MLS Coverage Requirements for STOL Operations
The greatest demand on azimuth MLS coverage for STOL operations will likely
occur at high density airports equipped with parallel independent runways. The
presence of parallel runways effectively eliminates half the available airspace
from normal maneuvers for any given runway. At the same time, maximizing
capacity at the high density airports will be a major concern. In the future
(1985 - 1990 time period) this will imply precise time of arrival control and a
minimum time on the common path for the slower speed aircraft. The coverage
required under these circumstances depends on:
(1) The amount of time adjustment which must be accommodated
within the MLS coverage
(2) The position uncertainty at the entrance to MLS coverage
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(3) The common path length
(4) The aircraft maneuver constraints near the common path
gate.
An analysis of each of the above factors was accomplished to determine
the impact of each on MLS coverage requirements. Based on this analysis, the
following conclusions were drawn regarding the three discrete azimuth coverages
proposed by the RTCA Subcommittee 117. (The three coverages which they con-
sidered were *20 degrees, ±40 degrees, and k60 degrees.)
(1) A coverage of + 60 degrees does not appear to offer a
significant advantage over ±40 degrees coverage.
(2) A coverage increase from ±20 to +40 degrees can sig-
nificantly degrease the required STOL common path
length if a large (±60 seconds) time adjustment capa-
bility is required.
(3) A large time adjustment capability within MLS coverage
requires excessive common path lengths for any of the
coverages. Thus, there is advantage in attempting to
to minimize this required capability with some form of
control outside the MLS coverage.
(4) A coverage of ±20 degrees is adequate if the disadvantage
of longer common paths can be compensated with altitude
separation on the final path.
(5) A coverage of ±20 degrees is adequate if a time of arrival
control authority on the order of ±15 seconds is adequate.
A ±15 second requirement is representative if time of arrival
is controlled prior to reaching MLS coverage utilizing VOR/DME's
as navigation aids.
Application of INS to STOL
An industry survey of the present and forecasted INS developments
and the need for INS aboard STOL or other short-haul aircraft was
conducted. The results of that survey are as follows.
Gimballed inertial navigation systems presently in service havethe following characteristics.
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Replacement Cost $85K - $110K
Performance Better than one mile per hour
Reliability 1000 - 1500 hours MTBF
Maintenance Cost $2.50 - $3.00 per system hour. This
represents approximately $12,000 per year
for each installed INS.
The cost of gimballed systems will not improve significantly.
It is highly unlikely that any new gimballed systems could sell for less
than $75,000. This conclusion is generally accepted by all of the INS
manufacturers consulted, even those heavily committed to gimballed systems.
The airlines feel that INS is very expensive both for initial buy
and recurring costs. Maintenance is difficult because of the system
complexity and spares are expensive. Airlines will not purchase INS for
short-haul unless its cost and maintenance requirements are competitive
with the equipment being replaced.
STOL aircraft may require Schuler-tuned attitude information rather
than a continuous gravity erection system to satisfy verticality require-
ments in the terminal area. The potential for more maneuvering and shorter
periods of level flight prior to landing for a STOL aircraft may prohibit the
the use of the conventional vertical gyro because of the large errors that
it can develop under maneuvering conditions.
INS offers significant benefits in terms of performance, flexibility,
and safety. Safety is enhanced primarily in the terminal area not only as
described above for Category III operations, but for any IFR conditions,
particularly at ill equipped airports. Flexibility is derived from the
fact that INS represents a completely self-contained navigator which can
function accurately, independent of any external navigation aids. The INS
also offers flight control management through its computer and smooth,
accurate, coupled flight control performance freeing the flight crew for
other critical flight duties. The safety features are particularly
important because a significant proportion of flight accidents occur in the
terminal area when aircraft wander from the prescribed flight path. STOL
aircraft operating from both the small, ill equipped airports and the
high density hubs should find the flexibility offered by INS particularly
attractive.
Strapdown systems offer a significant reduction in price and reliability.
However, a conventionally configured strapdown system will still suffer
many of the drawbacks of gimballed systems. The line replaceable unit will
still be a complete inertial package (3 axes of gyros and accelerometers).
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Fail-operational capability will still require three complete systems,
thereby reducing the reliability of the fail-operational condition by a
factor of three over the reliability of a single system. A single system
will still likely be at least a factor of two more expensive than a non-
redundant set of instruments that could be replaced. Several INS manufac-
turers are currently developing strapdown systems. All of these reflect
conventional configurations with a price goal of $35K-$50K.
An integrated redundant strapdown system such as that being developed
by The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory for NASA/Ames can be a real break-
through for commercial INS making them cost effective for short-haul airline
use. The primary features of such a system which could make it particularly
attractive are:
(1) A high level of redundancy with a reduced level of duplication,
(2) reliable fault isolation reducing the probability of unverified
removals (approximately 40 percent of present removals are
unverified),
(3) on-line correction for stable bias shifts normally requiring a
system removal, and
(4) line replaceable components (gyros and accelerometers) rather
than complete systems.
Items 2, 3, and 4 are generally very difficult or impossible to achieve with
conventional non-redundant systems because of the inability to reliably
detect and isolate component failures.
Examination of STOL Operating Experiments
The purpose of this task was to examine the STOL Operating Experiments
from the airline viewpoint to determine the ability of those experiments to
impact cost of ownership, function reliability,, and return on investment.
The following conclusions were reached after analysis of the experiment plan
and the results from the effectiveness evaluation program simulation.
(1) The experiment plan is responsive to the stated objectives.
(2) The experiments influence airline cost to the extent that
they optimize in-flight performance with minimum complexity.
(3) Implementing the resultant technology will almost certainly
require more avionics complexity than exists on present
short-haul aircraft. Short-haul aircraft such as 737's or
DC-9's presently carry a very austere set of avionics.
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(4) This.increased complexity will adversely affect direct
operating costs because of less overall equipment
reliability causing greater maintainability costs.
The computer simulation results vividly showed the large increase
in maintenance requirements due to increased complexity. The increased
complexity can be cost effective, however, if there are concurrent
developments to achieve:
(1) Longer "effective" equipment MTBF
(2) Elimination of unverified removals
(3) Shorter mean maintenance delays
(4) Reduced spares costs.
There does not appear to be any development activity, either within the
Equipment Plan or in other STOL avionics programs, aimed at achieving these
objectives.
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EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION SIMULATION PROGRAM
The STOL effectiveness computer simulation program was developed
to be a tool for assessing the impact of various avionics configurations
on commercial airline operations. The program simulates an aircraft
operating over a defined commercial route network and evaluates the
overall effect of the various elements which influence a typical air-
line operation. The first phase of the program development was
accomplished during the contract period from May, 1972, to February,
1973, and is reported in Reference 1. Improvements and modifications
accomplished during Phase II are described in this report.
The program measures of performance are those parameters which can
be related (through simple algebraic functions) to direct operating
cost. These include (but are not limited to) delays, dispatch reliability,
cancelled flights, diversions to alternate airports, and fuel consumption.
The program utilizes the Monte Carlo method for the statistical
analysis. The following basic steps are involved in the simulation.
(1) The route network must be defined in terms of the flight
path, time schedule, and airport layout.
(2) That network is "flown" (equations of motion are integrated)
once within the program to determine nominal flight and taxi
times.
(3) The probability distributions for uncertain flight events
must be described. These include distributions for wind,
ceiling and visibility, queuing, equipment failure, and
other statistical events which have a significant impact
on a flight schedule. A major portion of the program
development has been devoted to acquiring these distributions
and determining appropriate logic to describe what procedure
is used when events occur.
(4) With the above information the Monte Carlo evaluation can
be accomplished. A one-day flight schedule is simulated by
sequentially drawing random numbers from the flight event
distributions and taking the action dictated by the outcome
of each event. The result for one day is a history of events
and delays for the individual flight legs. Numerous days
are simulated to determine probability distributions of
the events and delays.
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Some of the more important factors which affect the simulation in
its present status are as follows.
(1) Equipment Failures. Failures can degrade performance,
limit the ability to cope with adverse weather, and
cause delays while repair or replacement takes place
between flight legs.
(2) Maintenance Time. The statistical distributions for time
to repair or replace determine the length of delays due
to equipment failure.
(3) Repair Strategy. Certain equipment need not be repaired
at the first stop after a failure occurs. The,impact of
these failures can be minimized by deciding to repair or
replace based on weather conditions and forecasts, gate
time at the next stop, time before reaching a lengthy stop
or major repair facility, etc.
(4) Weather. Several weather characteristics affect the
simulation. The ceiling and visibility conditions in the
airport vicinity affect the ability to land and the
length of waiting queues. Local winds determine the
active runway and en route winds affect time of flight and
fuel consumption.
(5) Fueling. The method of fueling can have an impact on the
schedule. The aircraft can fuel at every stop or can load
more fuel once every two to four stops. In addition
uncertainties such as adverse weather ahead or airborne
holding can cause unscheduled fueling.
(6) Passenger and cargo loading delays.
(7) Landing and take-off queues.
(8) Nominal aircraft performance. This refers to the aircraft
acceleration, climb and descent rates, speed r nge, fuel
flow, etc.
(9) Schedule and flight paths.
Figures 2 to 8 are flow diagrams of the most significant steps in
the program.
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WEATHER CATEGCORIES I, II, AND III IFK ACCORDING TO A LOGIC
WEATHER CONDITIONS? liASED ON WEATIIER STATISTICS FOR EACH AIRPORT. VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
TIHE WEATHER LOCIC FOR THE ENTIRE DAY IS INITIALIZED
AT TILE FIRST ENCOUNTER OF EACH AIRPORT. EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
RETURN: REPAIR TIME
ARE REPAIRS
REPAIRS REQUIRED FOR VARIABLES RECORDED:
PREVIOUS SEE REPAIR FLOW CHART EQUIPMENT REPAIR TIME
Note: All systems function EVENTS RECORDED:
normally at start HARDWARE ITEM REPAIRED
of day.
RETURN: LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION
S WIIAT IS VARIABLES RECORDED: NONECERTIFICATION MINIMUM TO WkiAT LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION IS TIHE
CATEGORY CERTIFIED IFR OFERATING EQUIIENT ONBOARD CERTIFIED. EVENTS RECORDED:
CATEGORY? CAT. I TAKEOFF CAPABILITY
CAT. II TAKEOFF CAPABILITY
CAT. III TAKEOFF CAPABILITY
- FUEL PRIMARLY LOADED AT AIRPORT WITH LONG SCIIEDULED RETURN: FUEL LOAD TIME
HOW MUCH FUEL LAYOVER T'INE. ENOUGH FUEL IS LOADED IIERE TO FLY FUEL WEIGHI'HOWUEL MUCIS TO BEL NOMINAL CIRCUIT PLUS REQUIRED RESERVE. AT EACH VARIABLESFUEL TLOADED OTHER AIRPORT A CHECK IS MADE TO INSURE ENOUGH FUEL RECORDED: FUEL LOAD TIMEFOR COMPLETION OF CIRCUIT PLUS RESEEVE. RESERVE INITIAL FUEL LOADREQUIRED IS DEPENDENT ON WEATHER CONDITIONS. FUEL LOADED
EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
Note: Tanks empty at beginning
of day.
TIHE TIME TO LOAD BAGGACE IS NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED
ABOUT AN INPUT MEAN WITH AN INPUT STANDARD DEVIATION. RETURN: BAGGAGE LOAD.TIM
HOW MUCH TIME THESE ARE TELE SAME FOR ALL AIRPORTS AND ARE NOT VARIABLES
BAGGAGE NEEDED TO LOAD DEPENDENT ON THE NIEBER OF PASSENGERS. BAGGAGE RECORDED: BAGGAGE LOAD TIME
BAGGAGE ? WEIGHT IS NOT CONSIDERED. BAGGAGE LOADING BEGINS
3 MIINUITES AFTER ARRIVAL OR 20 MINUTES PRIOR TO DE- EVENTS
PARTIRE, WHICIEVER IS LESS. RECORDED: NONE
THE TIME TO LOAD PASSENGERS IS NORMALLY DISTRIBnTED
ABOLUT AN INPUT MEAN WITH AN INPUT STANDARDI EIVIATION. RETURN: PASSENGER LOAD TIME
PASSENGEROW MUCI TIME THESE ARE THE SAE FOR ALL AIRPORTS AND NO NUMBER VARIABLESPASSENGER NEEDED 0 LOAD COUNT TS CALULATL. PS GER T RECOED: PASSENGER LOAD TIMES T C
PASSENGERS E FRED. PASESCERS LOADED AFTER FI:L LOAD AND REPAIR. RECORDED: PASSENGER LOAD TIMEPASSENCER LOADING BEGINS 3 MINUTES AFTER ARRIVAL OR EVENTS
10 MINIEES PRIOR TO DIEARTURE, WHICHEVER IS LESS. RECORDED: NONE
RETURN: NONE
IF TOTAL TIME TAKEN IN PREFLICHT VARIABLES RECORDED:
IS GREATER TlHAN . MNXI lI FLIGT R D SRVIC TIM
DELAY TINE THEN CANCEL FLIIHT. OUND SERVICE TIINITIAL TAKEOFF WEIGHT
EVENIS RECORDED:
CANCELLED DUE TO LONG REPAIR
TAXI OIr/TAEEOFF
FIGURE 2. PREPLIGHT PROCEDURE
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* Variables returned to the main program.
TAXI Otrr/TAKEO Fl
THE AIRIIANE NEVER LEAVES THE GATE EAR.Y OR UNTIL TlE
WATHFR A PREEN  I' S AND PESTINATION AIRP'ORTS IS ABOVE RETRiN: GATE DEPARTURE TIME
TIHE MINI ~ W~, IEATIIER CONPITIONS 'IIAT 'rTIlE AIRPIANE 1S
WIHAT IS TIME EQ'IPrED TO HANDLE. THE GR.ATER OF THE GROUND SERVICE VARIABLES RECORDED:
GATE OF GATE AND HOLD TI'IES OR CATE DEP.VRTURE TIME BEGINS TIlE TAXI GATE DEPARTURE DELAY
DEPARTURE DEPARTURE 1 OR. IF TIlE GROUND SERVICE AND 10.0D TIME IS GREATER.
THEN A DEIAY TIME IS RECORDED. IF IT IS A DELAYED DE- EVENTS RECORDED: DISPATCH WITH-
PARTURE LESS TILAN 15 MINLUTES TIIEN IT IS NOT COUNTED AS IN 15 MIN. GATE DEPARTURE
A DISPATCH DELAY.
WHICH THE TAKEOFF RUNWAY IS SELECTED BASED ON THE NOISE
RUNWAY ABATEMENT REQUIREMENTS AND GRO-UND WIND STATISTICS VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
IS TO BE FOR EACH AIRPORT. AIRCRAFT NEVER USES A RUNWAY
USED? WITH A 5 KNOT OR GREATER TAIL WIND COMPONENT. EVENTS RECORDED: ALTERNATETAKEOFF RUNWAY USED
THE TAXI ROUTE TO THE RUNWAY IS CALCULATED BASED ON
INPUT AIRPORT GEOMETRY. PART OF THE GEOMETRY INPUT
WHAT IS THE ARE INTERSECTIONS AND END POINTS OF ALL. AIRPORT RETURN: TAXI TIME
TTAXI RLNWAYS AND TAXIWAYS ALONG WITH TAXI PATHS CONNECT-
PATH FOR EACH ING THESE POINTS IN CONTINUOUS ROUTES FROM THE GATE VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
TAXI ROUTE ? TO THE RUNWAY ENDS. THE AIRCRAFT TAXIS FROM THENONEDEPARTURE GATE TO ITS TAKEOFF RUNWAY ALONG THE INPU EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
PATH AT A dONSTANT INPUT TAXI SPEED. NO CONSIDERA-
TION IS GIVEN TO OTHER GROUND TRAFFIC. REEURN: WEATHER CONDITIONS
DELAY TIME CANCEL
DETERMINE CONDITIONS BASED ON MODEL ESTABLISHED IN VARIABLES RECORDED:
WHAT ARE PREFLIGHT. IF WEATHER IS BELOW MINIMUMS FOR WHICH WEATHER DELAYED TAKEOFF
WEATHER THE AIRCRAFT IS EQUIPPED THEN HOLD FOR CLEARING.
CONDITIONS? IF HOLD ABOVE MAXIMUM DELAY THEN CANCEL FLIGHT. EVENTS RECORDED:
VFR WEATHER AT TAKEOFF
CAT I WEATHER AT TAKEOFF
CAT II WEATHER AT TAKEOFF
CAT III WEATHER AT TAKEOFF
CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHER
AIRPORTWHAT ARE THE LOAD (IN OPERATIONS/HOUR) IS INPUT IN FIVE CLASSI- RETURN: TRAFFIC LOAD
TAAFFIC AIRPORT FICATIONS; DC-8 TYPE, B-727 TYPE, LIGHT TWIN TYPE,
LOAD TRAFFIC 
LIGHT SINGLE TYPE, AND STOL.
CONDITIONS 1 EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
AT THE END OF THE TAXI RUN THE AIRCRAFT MUST WAIT IN A RETURN: TIME IN QUEUE
T FRUNWAY QUEUE T' GET ON THE RUNWAY. THE TIME LOST IN THE QUEUE VARIABLES RECORDED:
TAKEOFFHOLDING DEPENI. ON THE AIRPORT SERVICE RATE (INPUT FOR VARIABLES RECORDED:
QUEUE HODING BOTH VER AND IFR) AND THE INPUT TRAFFIC LOAD. THE DIF- TAKEOFF HOLD TIME, TAKEOFF DELAY
TIME FERENCE IN THE TIME OF LEAVING THE QUEUE AND THAT OF EVENTS RECORDED:
SCHEDULED TIME FOR TAKEOFF IS THE TAKEOFF DEAY. HOLD OR CLEARANCE
RETURN:
TAKEOFF RUNWAY TIME AND DISTANCE
TAKEOFF HOW MUCH TIME THE TAKE OFF RUN IS MADE FROM ZERO SPEED TO INPUT
RUN FOR TAKEOFF TAEEOFF SPEED WITH CONSTANT INPUT AIRCRAFT TAKEOFF VARIBLES RECORDED: NONE
RUN T ACCELERATION. RUN:WAY COMPONENT OF WIND IS INCLUDED.
EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
RETURN: FUEL USED
BASED ON THE TIME FROM GATE TO TAKEOFF AND IDLE FUEL VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
USAGE RATE THE FUEL USED ON GROUND TS CALCULATED.
EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
CLIMB
* Variables returned to the main program.
FIGURE 3. TAXI/TAKE OFF PROCEDURE
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THE AIRCRAFT INITIALLY CLIMBS WITH M TINIMUM TIHRIST AT RETURN TIME, POSITION, SPEED,
TAKE OFF VELOCITY CONSTANT EAS (SEE FLOW CHART ON AND WEIGHTTAKEOFF AIRCFT). FLPS ARE IN TAKEOFF TI. STRAIGT VARIABLES RETURNED: NONECLIMB FLICHT ALONG TiE NOMINAL IS MINTAINED TO 1500 VARIABLES RETURNED: NONE
ALTITUDE. AFTER THIS POINT TURNS FROM THE NOMINAL EVENTS RETURNED: NONE
PEL\IITTED.
RETURN: TURNS REQUIRED TO MEET
A PROFILE CONSISTING OF TURN, STRAIGHT, TURN SEGMENTS WAYPOINT WITH CORRECT
IS THE FLIGHT IS FOLLOWED TO REACH THE POSITION AND HEADING OF THE HEADING
PATH DIRECTED FIRST WAYPOINT. THE TURNS ARE EXECUTED AT INPUT VARIABLES
TOWARD THE 1' -  MAXIMUMI BANK ANGLE. THESE TURNS OCCUR COINCIDENT RECORDED: NONE
WAYPOINT ? WITH THE FOLLOWING ALTITUDE AND SPEED CHANGES. EVENTS
RECORDED: NONE
NOTE: FOR WAYPOINT DEFINITION
SEE "CRUISE"
WITH MAXIMUMI THRUST ACCELERATE IN LEVEL FLIGHT.
TAKEOFF AT 150 KTS EAS THE FLAPS ARE RETRACTED. THEACCELERATlON ACCELERATION CONTINUES TO 250 KTS EAS.
RETURN: TIME, POSITION, SPEED,
2nd STAGE WITH MAXIRMUM THRUST AND 250 KTS EAS, CLIMB TO HEADING, AND WEIGHT
OF CLIMB 10000 FT ALTITUDE. VARIABLES
RETURNED: NONE
ACCELERATION TO WITH MAXIMUM THRUST ACCELERATE IN LEVEL EVENTS
CRUISE VELOCITY FLIGHT TO CRUISE VELOCITY RETURNED: NONE
CLIMB TO CRUISE WITH MAXIMUM THRUST CLIMB TO CRUISE ALTITUDE
ALTITUDE HOLDING CONSTAN" CRUISE MACH NUMBER
FAILURES ARE DETERMINED THROUGH THE USE OF RETURN: NO EFFECT
ARE ALL AN EXPONENTAL FAILURE DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH ABORT
RELIABILITY SYSTEMS HARTWARE ITEM RELIABITY CHECKED EVERY VARIABLES RECORDED: NONEMONTE CARLO TIME STEP WHICH IS THE MAXIMUM
OF 5 MINUTES OR .05 x TOTAL SYSTEM MEAN EVENTS RECORDED:
TIME BETWEEN FAILURES HARDWARE FAILURE
THE WIND IS REPRESENTED AS TWO INDEPENDENT SETS, RETURN: TIE OFF NOMINAL
NORTH-SOUTH AND EAST-WEST. EACH IS REPRESENTED BY DTIME OFF NOMINAL
AN INPUT MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND TIME COR-
WINDDOS WIND RELATION. THESE FACTORS ARE USED TO FORM RANDOM VARIABLES
EFFECTS AFFECT WIND VELOCITIES ALONG BOTH AXES. THE WIND DE- RECORDED: NONE
EFFECTS CLIMB ? CREASES TO ZERO AS A LINEAR FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE EVENTS
BETWEEN 10,000 FT AND GROUND LEVEL. THE EFFECT RECORDED: NONE
OF THE WIND IS TO ALTER GROUND SPEED.
CRUISE
*Variables returned to the main program.
FIGURE 4. CLIMB OUT PROCEDURE
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WHAT GROUND LOCATED IN REFERENCE TO V0R/DME STATION LOCATIONS.
GROUND TRACK IS ALL WAYPOINTS ARE GIVEN AS A DISTANCE AND BEARING
TRACK FOLLOWED ? RELATIVE TO A NAVAID STATION. FOR EACH WAYPOINT RETURN: TIME, POSITION, SPEED,
THE SCHEDULED ALTITUDE AND SPEED ARE INPUT. HEADING, AND WEIGHT
VARIABLES
RECORDED: NONE
EVENTS
IS HEADING THE SEGMENTS ARE CONNECTED BY CIRCULAR ARC TURNS
HEADING CHANGE WHOSE RADII ARE DETERMINED BY FLIGHT SPEED AND
CHANGE REQUIRED ? MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE (25').
ARE ALL
RELIABILITY SYSTEMS SAME AS "CI
WORKING ?
DOES THE
WIND WIND EFFECT SAME AS "CLIMB"
EFFECTS CRUISE ?
DESCENT
* Variables returned to the main program.
FIGURE 5. CRUISE PROCEDURE
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GT
DESCENT IS IEGUN AT A DISTANCE ON TUE. NOMINAL
DESCENT PATHl FAR ENOICII AWAY FROM TIlE ARRIVAL AIRIR)RT
INITIATION tUR THIIE DESCENT LOGIC TO ALLO LANDING ON ANYOF THE RU AY'S IDENTIFIED AS AVAILABLE FOR
LANDINC.
RETURN: RUNWAY
RUNWAY
SELECTION ICH RUNWAY IN TAXIO/TAO VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE\IS TO BE USED SAME AS IN TAXIOUT/TAKEOFF
EVENTS RECORDED:
ALTERNATE LANDING RUNWAY USED
AIRSPACE CONTROL BEGINS AN INPUT DISTANCE FROM
CONTROLLED THE AIRPORT. UPON ENTRY INTO CONTROLLED AIRSPACE
AIRSPACE TURNS ARE MADE AS IN "CI.~I3" TO APPROACH EACH
POTENTIAL RUNWAY WITH THE PROPER HEADING WHILE
CONTINUING THE DESCENT.
NOTE: AIRSPACE CONTROL RADIUS RETURN: WEATHER CONDITIONS
IS 15 NAUTICAL MILES. DEIAY TIME DIVERT
VARIABLES RECORDED:
DETERMINE CONDITIONS BASED ON MODEL ESTABLISHED WEATHER, DELAY LANDING
WEATHER WHAT ARE IN PREFLIGHT. IF THE WEATHER CONDITIONS ARE EVENTS RECORDED:
CONDITIONS WEATHER BELOW THOSE MINIMUMS FOR WHlICHl THE AIRCRAFT IS WEATHER ON APPROACH
CONDITIONS? EQUIPPED THEN HOLD FOR CLEARING. IF FUEL RE-
MAINING DROPS BELOW RESERVE LIMIT DIVERT.
RETURN: LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION
WHAT SAME LOGIC AS IN "CLIMB" WITH REMAINING VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
RELIABILITY SYSTEMS HAVE OPERATING EQUIPMENT DETERMINING THE EVENTS RECORDED:
FAILED? LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION. CAT. I IANDING CAPABILITY
CAT. II LANDING CAPABILITY
CAT. III LANDING CAPABILITY
RETURN: TIME IN QUEUE
HOW MUCH SAE QUEUING MODEL USED AS IN "TAXI OUT/TAKEOFF'.
LANDING TIME IS IF FUEL IS BELOW INPUT MINIMUM THEN AIRCRAFT VARIABLES RECORDED:
QUEUE REQUIRED? GIVEN PRIORITY AND QUEUE IS OVERRIDDEN. LANDING HOLD TIME
EVENTS RECORDED:
HOLD FOR LANDING CLEARANCE
LOW FUEL PRIORITY LANDING
WITH MINIMUM THRUST AND CONSTANT MACH NUMBER
FIRST STAGE DESCEND TO 10,000 FT ALTITUDE. THEN WITH
OF DESCENT. MINIMUM THRUST DECELERATE IN LEVEL FLIGHT TO
250 KTS EAS.
RETURN: TIME, POSITION, SPEED,
DESCENT TO WITlH MINIMUM THRUST AND CONSTANT 250 KTS EAS HEADING, AND WEIGHT.
APPROACH DESCEND TO APPROACH ALTITUDE WHICH IS DETER-
ALTITUDE MINED BY INPUT CLIDESLOPE ANGLE AND COMMION VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
PATH GATE LOCATION. EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
DECELERATE TO WITIl MINIMUM THRUST DECELERATE IN LEVEL FLIGHT
APPROACH TO INPUT APPROACH VELOCITY. AT 150 KTS EAS
VELOCITY SET FIAPS TO TAKEOFF SETTING.
WITH CONSTANT APIROACII SPEED AND FIAPS IN
DESCENT ALONG LANDING SETTING DESCEND ALONG GLIDESLOPE
GLIDE SLOPE TO TOUCHDOWN.
TIIE PROPARILITY OF ILS FAILURE IS COMPARED
IS ILS TO A RANDOM NUBER O10 FIND IF ILS IS OPER-ILS FUNCTIONING? ATING. IF N'1OT OPERATIONAL AND IFR COD:-
OPERATION DITIONS EXIST THEN DIVERT TO ANOTHER AIRPORT
AND N:UN ENDS.
RETURN: TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
TOUCH DOWN IS END OF THE FLIGHTT PORTION VARIABLES RECOIIRDD:
OF LEG. IF TOTAl. FLIGHT TIME EXCEEDS TIHAT TOTAL FLIGHT TIME
SCIHEDULED THEN EVENT RECORDIED. LANDING TIME DELAY
EVENTS RECORDED:
SCHEDULED FLIG.ICT TIME EXCEEDED
IANDING/TAXI I1
FIGURE 6. DESCENT PROCEDURE
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ANDING/TAXI IN
AFTER TOUCHDOWN THE AIRCRAFT DECELERATES AT
CONSTANT RATE FROM TOUCHDOWN VELOCITY TO TAXI RETURN: LANDING RUN TIME
LANDING VELOCITY. AFTER REACHING TAXI SPEED THE AIRCRAFT AND DISTANCE
RUN TURNS OFF THE FIRST AVAILABLE RAMP. THE TIME
AND DISTANCE REQUIRED TO DECELERATE AND TIME AND VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
DISTANCE REQUIRED TO GET TO THE FIRST TURNOFF EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
ARE RECORDED.
RETURN: TAXI IN TIME
VARIABLES RECORDED:
TAXI THE TAXI IN ROUTES ARE DEFINED AS DESCRIBED IN GATE ARRIVAL TIME DELAYIN "TAXI OUT". FUEL CONSUMED
FUEL REMAINING
EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
PASSENGER A)D HO MUCH A 3 MINUTE UNLOAD TIME IS RETURN: 3 MINUTE UNLOAD TIME
BAGGAGE TIME REQUIRED ALLOCATED TO UNLOAD VARIABLES RECORDED: NONE
UNLOADING TO UNLOAD ? PASSENGERS AND BAGGAGE. EVENTS RECORDED: NONE
END OF LEG GO TO PREFLIGHT FOR
BEGINNING OF NEXT LEG
FIGURE 7. LANDING/TAXI PROCEDURE
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THERE ARE EICGrI POSSIBLE FLIGHT NODES:
1. MAXIMUM THRUST WITH PRESCRIBED FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
2. MAXIMUMI THRUST CLIMB AT CONSTANT EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED
3. MAXIMUM THRUST CLIMB AT COSTANT I ACHI XNUMBERFLIGHT 4. MINIMUM THRUST WITH PRESCRIBED FLIGIfr PATH ANGLEMODES 5. MINIMUM TIIRUST CLIMB AT CONSTANT EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED
6. MININUMI THRUST CLIMB AT CONSTANT MACH NUMBER
7. CONSTANT EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED ON PRESCRIBED FLIGHT PATH8. CONSTANT MACH NUMBER ON PRESCRIBED FLIGHT PATH.
THERE ARE THREE POSSIBLE FLAP SETTINGS TO BE USED WITH THE hODES
1. FLAPS UP
2. TAKEOFF FLAP SETTING
3. LANDING FIAP SETTING.
FLIGHT SPEED, MACH NUMBER, AND FUEL CONSUMPTION CAN
OUTPUT BE CALCULATED BASED ON FLIGHT MODE SPECIFIED, ALTITUDE,
AND BANK ANGLE.
REPAIR
SOME HARDWARE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED TO BE REPAIRED
IS HARDWARE AT TIIE AIRPORT WHIIERE FAILURE WAS DETECTED, OTHER
ITE. REQUIRED ITES CAN REMAIN U ALREPAIRED UTIL ARRIVAL AT A
FOR DISPATCH? MAJOR REPAIR STATION. THE REQUIRED EQUIPMENTC O M P L E M E N T I S B A S E D O N T H E W E A T H E R C O N D I T I O N S .
F O R F A I L E D I T E M S R E
QUI
R I N G R E PA I R T H E T I M E
AT IS REQUIRED IS CALCUIATED USING A BETA PRORABILITY
REPAIR TIME? DENSITY OF REPAIR TIME FOR EACH ITEM. ALLREPAIRS MADE IN PARALLEL. IF TOTAL REPAIR TIME
GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DELAY TIME (2 HOURS)THEN CANCEL F.LTCIIT.
RETURN
FIGURE 8. AIRCRAFT AND REPAIR PROCEDURES
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Program Modifications During Phase II
Several improvements and modifications were made during Phase II.
Most of these are described under the discussion of the Air California
Simulation in the next section. Those not directly related to that
simulation are described below.
Ceiling and Visibility.- Weather data in the vicinity of San Jose
Municipal, Sacramento Executive, and Orange County Airports were obtained
from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). Those airports are the ones simulated during the
Phase I development. The data were reduced to probabilities of VFR and
Category I, II, and III ceiling and visibility conditions at each airport.
In addition data were found in climatological summaries supplied by the
National Climatic Center on the expected duration of Category II and III
conditions in the Los Angeles and Oakland areas. These data were used
to develop and incorporate a Markov Chain model of approach and take-off
weather conditions. The model and data are described in detail in
Appendix A.
Local Wind.- The data supplied by NOAA also contained statistical
distributions of wind intensity and direction for each of the three
airports. These data were incorporated in the program to provide the
basis for selection of the active runway for each approach and take-off.
Each airport has a primary runway, usually dictated by noise abatement
considerations. Alternate runways are utilized when tailwinds on the
primary runway exceed 5 knots.
Landing and Take-off Traffic Delay.- A relatively simple traffic
delay model was utilized in the initial program development. A more
comprehensive queuing model which was a part of Battelle's Airport
Integrated Design System (AIDS) developed for the FAA, was utilized
during Phase II. AIDS is a set of computer programs, implemented with
interactive graphics, which can be used for the analysis of runway
usage and incurred delays (Airspace model), gate demand and delays
(Airside model), and ground terminal area requirements (Landside model).
In one of several modes of operation, the Airspace model can be used to
produce runway service rate and diurnal delay pattern. The inputs are
traffic mix and demand as a function of time of day. The outputs
utilized in the STOL simulation program are the mean value and standard
deviation of the delay versus time of day. It is assumed that at any
given time, the probability distribution of delay is Gaussian, described
by the mean and standard deviation. The use of the model is discussed
further in the next section.
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Air California Simulation
One of the objectives of Task 10 was to provide some form of
validation of the simulation program. The method chosen was to simulate
an existing airline operation. Air California was contacted and they
agreed to support the simulation by making their operations and main-
tenance data available.
Air California is a short-haul intrastate carrier operating Boeing
737's. They have service to Santa Ana (Orange County), Ontario, San
Diego, San Jose, Oakland, San Francisco, Palm Springs, and Sacramento.
Air California provided the following information:
(1) Data on the operating characteristics of the 737,
(2) Lists of equipment aboard the 737 and the minimum
equipment list from the pilot's handbook,
(3) Monthly premature removal reports for the avionics
equipment,
(4) Maintenance performance reports, and
(5) Operating statistics.
The data available covered approximately two years' operations for
seven Boeing 737's. Tables 1 and 2 are samples of the maintenance and
operating statistics, respectively. Table 3 summarizes some of the most
pertinent data from those tables. There were no data on duration of
delays, with the exception of maintenance delays. The 737 operating
characteristics were used to modify the existing aircraft simulation
so that it matched the 737 performance. The equipment lists and
minimum equipment requirements were utilized as input data on aircraft
avionics complement. The premature removal reports provided the data
from which the mean time between unscheduled removals (MTBUR) for
individual equipment could be determined.
Fueling was based on three considerations:
(1) Minimum fuel required. This is the sum of the minimum
trip fuel (2000 lb), the FAR 121 required residual
fuel for 45 minute cruise (4000 lb), and starting and
taxi fuel (400 lb). This gives a minimum load of 6400 lb.
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TABLE 1. AIR CALIFORNIA B-737 MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR THE PERIOD JULY, 1971 - JUNE, 1972
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 
May June
Number of Aircraft in Service 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 6
Total Hours Flown 1391 1397 1339 1532 
1470 1500 1400 1295 1364 1279 1342 1264
Number of Dertures 2212 2248 2177 2420 
2370 2509 2387 2216 2287 2180 2254 2181
Daily Utilization Hours 5:36 5:38 5:34 6:11 
6:08 6:03 5:38 5:35 5:45 6:05 6:11 6:01
Enroute Checks Performed 183 124 118 76 
76 169 168 160 157 143 140 140
Prelight Checks Performed 113 121 121 164 
164 68 65 63 62 58 68 57
Service Checks Performed 8 9 8 9 9 8 7 
7 6 4 6 6
Maintenance Checks Performed 2 2.25 2 2.25 2.25 2 1.75 1.75 1.50 1 1.50 1.5
Cancellations Caused by Maintenance 4 2 1 9 
9 1 4 1 3 2 3 2
Total flours Delayed by Maintenance 9:23 9:26 4:54 15:16 13:53 18:21 14:34 14:05 
16:17 7:33 21:42 17:27
Average Length of aintenance Delays 20min 21min lmin 30min 
27min 24min 27min 31min 30min 16min 35min 23min
Hours Flown per Maintenance Delay 50 52 52 51 
47 33 44 48 41 44 36 27
Maintennnce Delays per 1000 Flight Hours 20 19 19 20 
21 31 23 21 24 23 28 36
Maintenance Delays per 1000 Departures 13 12 12 12 13 18 13 12 14 13 
16 21
Delays Caused by Maintenance 28 27 
26 39 21 46 32 27 33 29 
37 44
Number of Delays Following Maintenance 0 0 8 2 4 3 3 3 3 5 6
Number of Mechanical Delays 23 21 18 29 26 42 23 20 29 22 
31 31
Number of Avionics Delays 1 5 6 2 4 3 1 1 1 
5
Number of Electrical Delays 4 1 2 0 3 2 1 0 3 
2
Maint. Cancellations in % of Total Departures 0.187 0.097. 0.5% 
0.37% 0 0.04% 0.17% 0.05% 0.13% 0.09% 0.13% 0.09%
Maint. Delays in % of Total Departures 1.27% 1.30% 1.19% 1.24% 1.30% 1.83% 1.34% 1.22% 1.44% 1.334 1.64% 2.02%
PERCENT OF DEPARTURES CANCELLED OR 1.51% 1.27% 1.57% 1.2
DELAYED FOR MAINTENANCE 1.45% 1.29% 1.247. 1.61.% 
1.30% 1.87% 1.51% 1.27% 1.57% 1.42% 1.77% 2.11%
TABLE 2. AIR CALIFORNIA B-737 OPERATING STATISTICS FOR TiE PERIOD JULY, 1971 - JUNE, 1972
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
Departures Scheduled 2220 2251 2178 2444 2383 2581 2439 2233 2313 2180 2254 2180
Departures Made 2212 2248 2177 2420 2370 2509 2387 2216 2287 2180 2256 2181
SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE 99.6% 99.8% 99.9% 98.8% 99.4% 99.1% 97.8% 99.2% 98.8% 100% 100.1% 100%
Maintenance Cancellations 4 2 1 9 0 1 4 1 3 2 3 2
Weather Cancellations 0 0 0 1 0 1 9 4 0 0
Equipment Cancellations 1 4 6 4 2 3 3 0 4 3 4 1
Other Cancellations 1 0 0 4 3 -- -- 1 0 0 2 3
TOTAL CANCELLATIONS 6 6 7 18 5 5 16 6 7 5 9 6
Passengers Carried 80,352 88,457 75,973 80,169 88,475 85,273 75,500 77,822 88,606 82,781 89,947 94,446
Available Seat Miles (000) 53,276.2 53,968.7 51,414.2 56,780.6 55,603.9 58,015.3 53,845.1 49,918.2 51,533.6 50,568.2 52,677.0 51.580.8
Revenue Pax Miles (000) 28,274.1 31,120.0 26,858.8 28.595.6 30,012.8 30,412.8 26,804.7 27,579.4 31,645.9 29,620.8 32,233.5 33,699.3
LOAD FACTOR 52.2% 57.7% 52.2% 50.4% 54.0% 52.4% 49.8% 55.2% 61.4% 58.6% 61.2% 65.3%
ON-TIME PERFORMANCE 69.9% 69.7% 70.7% 63.47% 59.67 52.9% 55.7% 57.1% 57.4% 68.0% 65.9% 60.0%
1-5 Minute Delays 366 369 368 392 350 452 373 319 408 393 399 400
5-15 Minute Delays 210 187 219 322 309 455 346 334 302 239 230 282
Over 15-Minute Delays 90 92 63 190 290 317- 335 293 251 365 131 199
TOTAL DELAYS 666 649 640 904 949 1224 1054 946 961 697 760 881
Maintenance Delays 28 27 26 30 31 46 32 27 33 29 37 44
Weather Delays 0 5 1 10 20 7 52 43 15 1 -- --
Equipment Delays 0 7 4 8 2 7 7 3 6 7 12 13
Passenger Delays 49 78 41 33 28 53 9 22 20 23 36 23
Fuel Delays 17 6 9 15 14 13 6 9 6 10 14 8
ATC Delays 9 3 3 1 4 1 0, -- 1
Late Arrivals 444 421 403 605 671 832 768 675 707 437 451 563
Other Delays 119 104 162 203 280 263 179 163 173 190 210 227
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATING PERFORMANCE
(JULY, 1971 - JUNE, 1973)
Gate Departure Delays
1 - 5 min 17.1%
5 - 15 min 15.2%
> 15 min 10.3%
Sources of Delay
Maintenance 1.48%
Passengers 1.47%
Fuel .41%
Weather (Year Round) ..42%
(November-March) .78%
Late Arrivals 29.42%
Other 8.69%
Mean Maintenance Delay 26.5 min
Cancellations
Weather 0,027%
Maintenance and Equipment 0.236%
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(2) Maximum gross weight. Maximum gross weight is about
115,000 lb and is dependent on runway length and
environmental conditions. However, Air California
seldom loads their aircraft over 100,000 lb.
Maximum fuel weight is 24,000 lb.
(3) Fueling costs at each airport. The price of fuel can
vary by as much as 50 percent at the airports served
by Air California. The price at some stations is
volume dependent and many have a minimum order
requirement.
The third consideration influenced the simulation to the extent that
scheduled fueling occurred at as few airports as possible.
A one day flight schedule was set up based on a one day average of
the Air California seven aircraft flight itinerary. Figure 9 shows the
Air California itinerary for an average day. Each bar represents block
time (gate to gate time). The open spaces represent time at the gate.
Many of the stops are as short as 10 minutes. This schedule has the
following average conditions:
(1) 14.7 flight legs per day
(2) 39.3 minutes block time per leg
(3) 23.3 minutes gate time per leg
(4) 9.33 hours block time per day.
The last row on Figure 9 shows the schedule that was set up to be
representative of the Air California schedule for use in the simulation.
This simulated schedule has the following average conditions:
(1) 15 flight legs per day
(2) 35 minutes block time per leg
(3) 21.8 minutes gate time per leg
(4) 8.45 hours block time per day.
Note that this schedule utilizes the three airports simulated during Phase
I (San Jose, Sacramento, and Orange County) plus Ontario. Ontario was
added to provide several short legs (15 minutes from SNA to ONT). The
shortest leg possible with only the three initial airports was 25
minutes from San Jose to Sacramento. The weather data for Orange County
were also used to represent the weather at Ontario.
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FIGURE 9. COMPARISON OF AIR CALIFORNIA SCHEDULE
AND SIMULATION SCHEDULE
Information on traffic delays at the airports to be simulated was
obtained from Air California and the airport tower personnel at Orange
County and San Jose. The consensus from all consulted was that traffic
congestion delays were minimal at all of the airports to be simulated.
Of these, Orange County was the busiest. Thus, the congestion delay at
this airport was analyzed with the Battelle AIDS program described in
the previous section.
Based on FAA data and limited data from the Orange County Airport
the average number of daily operations is 156 commercial carrier, 323
light twin, and 1,377 single engine. The airport has two parallel runways
separated by 500 feet. One is 5,700 feet long and the other is 2,888
feet long. During VFR operations the runways are used virtually as
independent runways. Approximately 60 percent of operations are on the
shorter runway and they are almost all single engine light aircraft.
On this basis the demand on the longer runway was described as 156 -
operations at 120 knots, 323 at 95 knots, and 252 at 85 knots. The
demand pattern was set approximately uniform from 0700 to 2000 hours.
Figure 10 shows the mean arrival delay predicted by the AIDS program.
No further analysis of this or the other airports was attempted because
of the almost insignificant traffic delays at these airports. Traffic
delays are generally not worse under IFR conditions because most of the
light aircraft are not flying under those conditions.
Table 4 shows the equipment complement used in the simulation along
with the dispatch requirements. Some of the equipment is required for
each aircraft dispatch, whereas, other equipment on the minimum equipment
list can wait a few flight legs until the aircraft reaches one of the air-
line repair stations. Orange County was designated as the repair facility
for purposes of the simulation. Thus, as an example, the aircraft cannot
be dispatched unless two attitude reference systems are operable. The
fourth column lists the equipment which must be operable to accomplish
a Category I landing.
Table 5 shows the results for a simulation of 5,000 days of the
schedule shown on the bottom row of Figure 9. This table is an accumula-
tion of data for all 15 flight legs. In addition to this summary page,
a typical computer output has a similar page for each of the flight legs.
The output is separated into two categories; continuous variables on the
top half of the table and discrete events on the lower half. Following
is a description of each of the columns for the continuous variables.
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FIGURE 10. AVERAGE ARRIVAL DELAY ON MAIN RUNWAY AT SANTA ANA AIRPORT
TABLE 4. CATEGORY 1 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Req'd for Fix @ 1st
Item Qty Dispatch Rep. Stn. Cat. 1
Flight Director 2
Flight Control 1
Speed Control --
Primary Compass 2 2
Backup Compass 1 1
Attitude Reference 3 2 3
Air Data Computer 1 1
Altimeter 2 2 2
Airspeed 2 2
VHF Comm. Receiver 2 2
VHF Nay. Receiver 2 1 2
Marker Beacon Receiver 1
DME 2 1 2
Radio Altimeter --
ATC Transponder 2 1 2
Weather Radar 1 1
Flight Recorders 1 1
Flight Interphone 1 1
Instrument Comp/Warn I
Additional Avionics 2 1 2
Air Conditioning I I
Oxygen 1 1
Hydraulics 2 2
Electrical System 2 2
Engines 2 2
Additional Mech. Items 2 2
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TABLE 5. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNLU OPERATIONS.
00 STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 38041.3 FLIGHT HOURS.
Number of Standard Maximum Minimum Constraint Number Constraint Number
Samples Mean Deviation Value Value Maximum Greater Minimum Leas
Equipent Repair Time (min) 1644 52.6 64.3 416.4 4.1 30.0 854 10.0 13
Fuel Loading Time (min) 31259 10.4 3.1 15.0 5.1 10.0 16969 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (min) 1039 30.9 28.3 126.2 .0 30.0 404 10.0 
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Fuel Loading Delay (min) 5 1.1 .6 1.6 .3
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 232 .7 .7 5.1 .0 5.0 
1 1.0 178
Passenger Loading Delay (mln) 2983 2.2 2.0 13.4 .0 5.0 287 1.0 
1014
Fuel Loaded (lb) 31259 10749.6 6279.6 20000.0 100.4
Initial Fuel Load (Ib) 71352 17246.4 3104.3 20000.0 5764.3
Initial Takeoff Weight (lb) 71352 94512.3 3104.3 97265.9 83030.2
Gate Departure Delay (min) 20774 20.1 30.6 255.8 . 1.0 15.0 t194 5.0 8842
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 45786 2.0 2.0 24.5 .4 10.0 339 5.0 
41870
Takeoff Delay (mln) 71120 5:8 , 19.0 256.5 -2.2 10.0 8315 
0.0 35590
eather Delay on Takeoff (min) 972 44.7 33.2 119.8 - .0 60.0 308 1.0 17
Weather Delay Landing (min) 238 47.8 37.0 158.9 .4 60.0 75 1.0 6
Landing Hold Time (min) 45394 2.0 1.9 24.0 .4 10.0 310 
5.0 41650
Total Flight Time (min) 71052 32.1 20.5 17:1.0 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 71052 8.2 19.5 259.8 -7.6 30.0 4744 
5.0 46531
Cate Arrival Delay (min) 71052 8.5 19.5 259.8 -7.4 15.0 7413 
1.0 17592
Fuel Consumed (lb) 71052 3519.7. 2211.3 15730.4 1212.7
Fuel Remaining (lb) 71052 13717.8 4340.2 18768.2 3622.8
Event Occurrences Event Occurrences Hardware Item Failed 
Repaired
Hardware Failure 2069 VFR Weather at Takeoff 66223 Flight Director System 
14
Hard.are Items Repaired 1667 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 4755 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 60 0
Cancelled Due to Long Repair 118 Cat II Weather at Takeoff 71 Speed Control System 6 0
Care Departure 71120 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 303 Primary Compass System 60 58
Dispatch Within 15 Minutes 64926 VFR Weather on Approacl. 66247 Backup Compas System 
17 16
Scheduled Flight Time Exceeded 53346 Cat I eather on Approtch 4582 Attitude Reference 60 53
Divert to Alternate Airport 68 Cat II Weather on Apprcach 75 Air Data Computer System 
15 14
ILS Failure 76 Cat III Weather on Approach 216 Altimeter 26 19
Hold for Takeoff Clearance 45786 Cat III Takeoff Capability 0 Airspeed 4 4
Hold for Landing Clearance 45394 Cat II Takeoff Capability 0 Primary Communleations 53 50
Low Fuel Priority Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 71120 VHF NAY Receiver 92 81
Alternate Takeoff Runway Used 7322 Cat III Landing Capability 0 Backup Radio NAV 62 O
Alternate Landing Runway Used 7392 Cat II Landing Capability 0 Marker Beacon Receiver 15 0
Cancelled Due to Weather 232 Cat I landing Capability 71071 D A 156 139
Radio Altimeter 5 0
ATC Transponder 38 36
Weather Radar 122 0
Flight Recorders 47 . 42
Flight Interphone 7 7
Instrument Compariaon/Warning 13 0
Additional Avionics 46 39
Air Conditioning 184 177
Oxygen System 46 .6
Ilydraulica System 19 18
Electrical System 4 4
Fuel System 11 9
C.ginca 28 22
Additional Mechnlical Items 859 835
Number of Samples - this is the number of times that the
variable took on a specific value. For example,
equipment repair does not occur at every stop and
delays do not occur on every flight.
Mean - mean value of the variable taken only over the
samples for which the variable had a value.
Standard Deviation - self-explanatory.
Maximum Value - self-explanatory.
Minimum Value - self-explanatory.
Constraint Maximum - a number entered by the user.
Number Greater - the number of samples which exceeded the
constraint maximum.
Constraint Minimum - A number entered by the user.
Number Less - the number of samples which were less than
the constraint minimum.
Following are some interpretations that can be drawn from Table 5.
Under the left column of events, 2,069 items of hardware failed, of which
1,667 were repaired or replaced during the days' operations. The variable
equipment repair time, at the top of the table, shows that the repairs
occurred at 1,644 stops implying that at a few stops (the difference
between 1,644 and 1,667), more than one item of hardware was repaired.
Of the 1,644 repair times, 1,039 caused a delay (number of samples in
the third row). Gate departure delays (10th row) occurred on 20,774
departures. Of those, 6,194 exceeded 15 minutes and 8,842 were less than
5 minutes. Weather delay (13th and 14th rows) occurred 972 times at
take-off and 238 times on approach for an average of about 45 minutes.
The smaller number of landing delays is due to the fact that the aircraft
does not take-off from an airport until the weather at the destination is
Category I or better.
Under events, there were 118 cancellations due to long repair. A
flight is cancelled if a delay for any cause other than a late arrival
exceeds 2 hours. There were 71,120 gate departures for the 5,000 days.
If there had been no cancellations this number would be 75,000 since there
are 15 legs per day. The difference between 75,000 and 71,120 is greater
than the number of cancellations because the remainder of the day is not
considered when a cancellation or diversion occurs.
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The 68 diversions to alternate airports occurred because a weather
delay on approach exceeded the fuel reserve capability. A long delay due
to traffic congestion can cause a low fuel priority warning, however,
none occurred. The 232 cancellations due to weather were caused by holds
on take-off greater than 2 hours.
Under hardware items, the differences between number failed and
number repaired is due either to the fact that the item doesn't have to
be repaired during the day or that some of the failures occurred on the
last leg.
Table 6 shows a comparison of the results of the simulations with
some of the Air California data. There is a good match in dispatch
reliability. Dispatch reliability is the percentage of the time that
gate departures are less than 15 minutes late. Thus, it is 100 percent
minus the probability of a departure delay greater than 15 minutes,
which is also shown in the table. The simulation shows significantly
less delay under 15 minutes than the Air California data. This is be-
cause there was no category of "other" delays which was entered into
the simulation. As shown in Table 3, this source of delay amounted to
8.69 percent of total departures. It is assummed that these "other"
delays were generally short delays because of the good correspondence
of the simulation for large delays and because of the pronounced effect
that "other" delays would have if they were very long. For example,
maintenance delay in Table 3 are only 1.48 percent of total departures
which would seem at first to be relatively insignificant. However, a
single maintenance delay can cause an aircraft to be late for several
successive flights because there is insufficient buffer in the schedule
for making up losses. But successive delays are attributed to late
arrivals (29.4 percent) as a source of gate departure delays. This
category of late arrivals could mostly be allocated to sources of delay
such as maintenance and weather. If the category of "other" delays was
predominantly longer than 15 minutes, then the late arrival category would
have to be much larger. In addition, simulation results in the next section
will show that weather and maintenance delays have almost no impact on the
departure delays under 15 minutes.
The simulated weather delays and cancellations occurred signifi-
cantly more often than the Air California data show. This leads one
to question the validity of the weather data or the interpretation of
that data. In early simulations, the data were even more widely separated.
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF AIR CALIFORNIA DATA AND
SIMULATION RESULTS
Air California
Data Simulation
Dispatch Reliability 89.67 91.32
Departure Delays (%)
1-5 min 17.1 12.39
5-15 min 15.25 8.04
> 15 min 10.33 8.68
Repair Delay (%) 1.48 1.46
Weather Delay - Takeoff (%) 0.78 1.36
Cancel for Long Repair 174 118
Cancel for Weather 20 232
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Because of the large disparity between the simulation and Air California
data and the hazards of drawing improper conclusions based on exaggerated
adverse weather, the weather probabilities and correlation times were
arbitrarily halved. The data in Tables 5 and 6 and in simulation data in
the next section reflect these reduced probabilities. Even with the reduced
adverse ceiling and visibility probabilities, the simulation appears to
exaggerate the actual Air California experience. However, it should be
noted that the Air California data represent a sample of only 2 years,
whereas, the data from NOAA generally reflect more than 10 years' experience.
A word of caution should also be applied to the interpretation of Air
California data. Their ground rules for cancellation are not nearly as
arbitrary as the 2-hour delay used in the simulation. They seek alterna-
tive solutions such as rerouting, later flights, spare aircraft, etc.,
before accepting a flight cancellation.
Some of the results reflect very low probabilities and thus the
confidence in the Monte Carlo results could be suspect. Table 7 shows
the confidence that can be obtained for 75,000 and 5,000 trials. As an
example, for an answer of 1.00 percent with 75,000 trials, there is a
99 percent confidence that the answer lies in the region 1.0 ± .0093.
The addition of an "other" category of gate departure delays (as
listed in the Air California data of Table 3), with a distribution ranging
from 1 to 20 minutes, would accomplish a precise match between Air
California data and simulation results. The weather differences described
above would then provide the only significant difference in results. The
addition of the "other" category could be useful to assure that absolute
results are correct. However, this addition would not affect a comparative
or sensitivity analysis since there would be no justification for varying
that source of delay.
Additional computer simulation runs were made to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the simulation tool for determining the impact of various
operational or equipment modifications. These are described in the next
section.
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TABLE 7. MONTE CARLO CONFIDENCE VALUES
Accuracy
Monte Carlo 75,000 Trials 5,000 Trials
Result 95% Confidence 99% Confidence 95% Confidence 99% Confidence
.99 7.1 x 10 - 5  9.3 x 10
- 5  2.7 x 10 - 4  3.6 x 10
- 4
.95 3.4 x 10 - 4  4.5 x 10 - 4  1.3 x 10 - 3  1.7 x 10 - 3
.9 6.4 x 10 - 4  8.5 x 10 - 4  2.5 x 10 - 3  3.3 x 10 - 3
.8 1.1 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-
3  4.4 x 10- 3  5.8 x 10-3
.7 1.5 x 10-3  2.0 x 10- 3  5.8 x 10- 3  7.7 x 10- 3
.6 1.7 x 10-3 2.3 x 10- 3  6.7 x l0- 3  8.8 x 10- 3
.5 1.8 x 10-3 2.4 x 10-3 6.9 x 10- 3  9.1 x 10-3
.4 1.7 x 10-3 2.3 x 10-3  6.7 x 10-3 8.8 x 10-3
.3 1.5 x 10-3  2.0 x 10- 3  5.8 x 10- 3  7.7 x l0-3
.2 1.1 x l0-3  1.5 x 10-3  4.4 x 10- 3  5.8 x 10
-3
.1 6.4 x 10-4  8.5 x 10 4  2.5 x 10- 3  3.3 x 10-3
.05 3.4 x 10 4  4.5 x 10 4  1.3 x 10-3 1.7 x 10- 3
.01 7.1 x 10-5  9.3 x 10-5  2.7 x 10"4  3.6 x 10-4
Example: Monte Carlo result is .6 for 75,000 trials, then one has a 95%
confidence that the true answer is in the interval .6 + .0017.
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Additional Simulation Results
The effectiveness evaluation computer simulation program can be
a valuable supporting tool for technology development only if:
(1) It provides a reasonable representation of the external
influences which affect a commercial air carrier
(2) It is sensitive to changes in characteristics of the
specific equipment or procedure being evaluated.
In the previous section, it was demonstrated that the simulation can provide
a good representation of existing short-haul operations. The purpose of this
section is to demonstrate that the program, in its present state, has the
necessary sensitivity to address several types of problems. Several simula-
tions were run with the following variations.
(1) The complement of avionics aboard the Air California
737's was augmented with sufficient additional equipment
and redundancy to achieve a Category II and then a Category
III approach/land capability. The possible advantages
to be achieved with these capabilities are of interest to
many airlines and was a specific area of interest to Air
California.
(2) With a Category III capability, several repair strategies
were utilized for those items of equipment required for
the Category III approach.
(3) Runs were made, in which only true equipment failures
were acted upon, to determine the impact of eliminating
unverified removals, a major cause of maintenance expense.
(4) The schedule was modified in two ways to determine if there
was a best way to reduce the total number of flights.
The results for these cases are described below.
Improved Weather Capability.-Tables 8 and 9 show the equipment which
was hypothesized to achieve Category II and III capabilities, respectively.
Note that the differences in Category I (Table 4), II, and III are pri-
marily the redundancy requirements. For Category III, it was assumed that
the aircraft can land in any ceiling and visibility conditions. Mean
time between unscheduled removal (MTBUR) data for Category III were taken
from one avionics manufacturer's guarantees to an aircraft manufacturer
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TABLE 8. CATEGORY II EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Req'd for Fix @ 1st
Qty Dispatch Sep. Sta. Cat I Cat II
Flight Director 2
Flight Control 1
Speed Control 1 1
Primary Compass 2 2
Backup Compass 1 1
Attitude Reference 3 2 3 1 2
Air Data Computer 1 21 1
Altimeter 2 2 1
Airspeed 2 2 1
VHF Comm. Receiver 2 2 2 1
VHF Nay. Receiver 2 1 1 2
Marker Beacon Receiver 1
DME 2 1 2
Radio Altimeter 1
ATC Transponder 2 1 2 1
Weather Radar 1 1
Flight Recorders 1 1
Flight Interphone 1 1
Instrument Comp/Warn 1
Additional Avionics 2 1 2
Air Conditioning i 1
Oxygen 1 1
Hydraulics 2 2 2
Electrical System 2 2 2
Engines 2 2 2
Additional Mech. Items 2 2
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TABLE 9. CATEGORY III EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Req'd for Fix @ 1st
Item Qty Dispatch Rep. Stn. Cat I Cat II Cat III
Flight Director 2 2 2
Flight Control 3 1 2 3
Speed Control 2 1 2
Primary Compass 2 2 2
Backup Compass 1 1
Attitude Reference 3 2 3 1 2 3
Air Data Computer 2 2 2 1 2
Altimeter 2 2
Airspeed 2 2 1 1
VHF Comm. Receiver 2 .2 1 1
VHF Nav. Receiver 3 1 2 1 2 3
Marker Beacon Receiver 1
DME 2
Radio Altimeter 2 2 1 2
ATC Transponder 2 1 2 1 1
Weather Radar 1 1
Flight Recorders 1 1
Flight Interphone 1 1
Instrument Comp/Warn 2 1 2
Additional Avionics 2
Air Conditioning 1 1
Oxygen 1 1
Hydraulics 3 3 3
Electrical System 2 2 2
Engines 2 2 2
Additional Mech. Items 2 2
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for equipment utilizing current analog technology. These MTBUR's were
significantly less than for Air California's Category I experience, pri-
marily because of the increased autopilot complexity and the level of
redundancy. MTBUR data for Category II changes were estimated based on
judgements regarding the increased complexity requirements.
Table 10 summarizes the results for several simulations. Tables
11 to 16 are results for each simulation and are in the same sequence
as the columns (from left to right) in Table 10. The data in the first
column of Table 10 came from the Air California simulation data of
Table 5. The category heading on each column refers to the level of
aircraft approach and landing capability, not to the actual weather
encountered. Each simulation utilized the same weather data. The
repair option refers to the repair strategy for equipment not specified
by the minimum equipment list, but required for adverse ceiling and
visibility conditions. For example, under the Category III heading,
repair when failed means that if a failure occurs which would preclude
a Category III landing, the item is repaired at the first stop regardless
of actual weather conditions. Repair at SNA means that the same failure
would not be repaired until the aircraft reached Orange County and would
always be repaired there. Repair at SNA when IFR ahead means that the
failure would be repaired only at Orange County and then only if there
was IFR weather at the present time at one of the flight stops before
returning to Orange County. All of the columns, except the two noted,
utilize MTBUR distributions to determine when equipment is replaced or
repaired. Industry experience is that approximately 50 percent of re-
movals are unverified (checked out all right). For the two columns marked
MTBF (mean-time-between failure), all avionics equipment MTBUR's were
doubled. This would represent a hypothetical case in which the unverified
removals could be eliminated with perfect on-board test equipment.
Dispatch reliability improves with increased adverse weather capa-
bility. Delays under 15 minutes are generally unaffected by the changes.
The number of equipment removals increases drastically (almost 25 percent)
when Category III capability is added. This is particularly dramatic in
light of the fact that avionics failures comprised only about 20 percent
of the total failures in the Category I case and only avionics items were
added to achieve a Category III capability. Elimination of unverified
removals reduces the number of failures to Category I levels. Weather
delays and cancellations are reduced as expected with increased capabil-
ities.
Average fuel consumption was lowest in the Category I case. This was
not expected and turned out to be due to the fact that the hydraulics
system weight was increased by 2,000 lb for the Category II and III cases.
This was an excessive weight addition, particularly for Category II, but
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TABLE 10. RESULTS OF SEVERAL COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
Cat I Cat II Cat III
Repair at Repair at Repair 
at SNA
SNA if SNA if Repair When Repair at SNA When IFR Ahead
IFR Ahead IFR Ahead Failed MTBUR MTBF MTBUR MTBF
Dispatch Reliability (%) 91.32 93.86 95.45 95.79 96.91 
96.65 97.11
Departure Delays 1-5 min (%) 12.39 12.64 12.57 12.80 12.86 
12.71 12.80
5-15 min (%) 8.04 7.85 7.73 7.72 7.45 7.58 7.36
>15 min (%) 8.68 6.14 4.55 4.21 3.09 3.35 2.89
Number of Items Failed 2069 2139 2528 2477 1834 2461 
1867
Number of Daytime Repairs 1667 1428 2232 2150 1618 1536 
1344
Repair Delay (%) 1.46 1.26 1.95 1.75 1.31 
1.31 1.14
Weather Delay - Takeoff (%) 1.36 1.002 - 0.020 0.028 0.214 
0.170
- Landing (%) .334 0.205 0.0014 0.120 0.0054 0.0203 0.012
Mean Fuel Per Leg (lb) 3519.7 3533.5 3525.3 3526.3 3523.9 3527.0 - 3527.2
Cancel for Long Repair 118 124 149 133 122 125 141
Cancel for Weather 232 147 - 2 - 37 
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Divert to Alternate Airport 68 81 7 9 8 10 8
TABLE 11. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY IIAPPROACH CAPABILITY (CAT II EQUIPMENT REPAIRED ONLY AT SNA WHEN IFRWEATHER AHEAD).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 38208.7 FLIGHT HOURS
Number of Standard maximum Minimum Constraint Number Constraint Number
Samples Mean Deviation Value Value Maximum Greater Minimum Less
Equipment Repair Time (min) 1401 55.7 70.8 475.1 5.0 30.0 695 10.0 94
Fuel Loading Tire (min) 29278 10.8 3.2 15.0 5.1 10.0 18902 5.0 0
Equipment Repaitr Delay (min) 906. 30.6 27.7 127.5 .0 30.0 342 10.0 231
Fuel Leading belay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min), 211 .7 .6 3.5 .0 5,0 0 1.0 155
Passenger Loading Delay (min) 3034 2.2 2.0 14.4 ..0 5.0 302 1.0 1025
Fuel Loaded (lb) 29278 11536.0 6380.4 20000.0 105.1
Initial Fuel Load (lb) 71756 16955.8 3237.5 20000.0 8541.7
Initial Takeoff Weight (Ib) 71756 95987.7 3237.5 99031.9 87573.6
Cate Departure Delay (min) 19116 15.4 25.0 265.7 1.0 15.0 4409 5.0 9072
Takeoff Hold T ime (min) 45715 2.0 2.0 24.0 .4 10.0 339 5.0 41719
Takeoff Delay (min) 71609 , 4.1 14.7 265.4 --2.2 10.0 6434 0.0 37456
Weather Delay on Takeoff (min) 719 43.6 32.7 119.4 .1 60.0 221 1.0 14
Wleather Delay Landing (min) 147 39.7 34.6 136.7 .3 60.0 39 1.0 4
Landing Hold Time (min) 45134 2.0 1.9 21.0 .4 10.0 284 5.0 41618
Total Flight Time (min) 71528' 32.1 20.4 164.9 9.8
landing Time Delay (min) 71528 6.4 15.1 264.9 -8.6 30.0 3163 5.0 48431
Gate Arrival Delay (min) 71528 6.6 15.0 266.0 -8.1 15.0 5559 1.0 18280
Fuel Consumed (lb) 71528 3. 533.5 2220.6 15360.0 1218,4
Fuiel Rerainlnt (lb) 71528 13424.3 4528.3 18762.6 3301.9 48431
Event Occurrences Event Occurrences ilarduare Item Failed Repaired
liardare Failure 2139 VFR Weather at Takeoff 66640 Flight Director System 11 2Hardware Items Repaired 1428 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 4568 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 126 41Cancelled Due to Long Repair 124 Cat II Weather at Takeoff 270 Speed Control System 13 3Cate Departure 71609 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 278 Primary Compase System 61 60Dispatch Within 15 Mlintes 67200 VFR Weather on Approach 
-66635 backup Compass System 9 2Srhednled Flight Time Exceeded 53839 Cat I Weather on Approach 4521 Attitude Reference 70 22Divert to Alternate Airport 81 Cat I- leather on Approach 233 Air Data Computer System 19 11ILS Failure 60 Cat III Weather on Approach 220 Altimeter 26 12Hold for Takeoff Clearance 45715 Cat TrI Takeoff Capability 0 Airspeed 7 6liold for Landing Clearance 4,jj4 L"t is ia.ke.i .a6,ablicy 70134 Primary Communicationa 60 60Low Feel Priority Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 1475 V11F NAV Receiver 89 25Alternate Takeoff Runway Used 7456 Cat 111 Landing Capability 0 Back.p Radio NAV 50 0Alternate Landing Runway Used 7472 Cat It Landing Capability 69824 Marker heacon Receiver 25 0Cancelled Due to Weather 147 Cat I Landing Capability 1754 irtE 131 34
Radio Altimeter 6 0
AT: Transponder 47 12
Weather Radar 109 0
Flight Recorders 62 22
Flight Interphone 10 10
Instrument Compariaon/Warning 22 4
Additional Avionircs 44 17
Air Conditioning 170 161
(Oxygen System 51 50
Itydraulica System 39 16
Electrical System 10 9
Fuel System 11 11
Fngines 23 22
_Additional Mechanical Items 837 815
TABLE 12. RESULTS OF SIMULATING OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY III
APPROACH/LAND CAPABILITY (REPAIR 10 CAT III AT ALL STOPS).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 39280.4 FLIGHT HOURS
ci
Number of Standard Masimum Minimum Constraint Number 
Constraint HNur.ber
Samples Mean Deviation Value Value iasimum 
Greater Mlnimum *a
Equipment Repait Time (min) 2206 51.2 58.3 
398.4 4.2 30.0
Fuel Loading Time (min) 29608 10.8 3.2 15.0 5.1 10.0 19740 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (min) 1443 32.7 28.0 124.1 .0 30.0 607 
10.0 337
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo loading Delay (min) 210 .7 .6 3.5 .0 5.0 0 1.0 155
Passenger Loading Delay (min) 3125 2.2 2.0 13.0 .0 5.0 295 1.0 1087
Fuel Loaded (lb) 29608 11669.6 6366.4 
20000.0 102.2
Initial Fuel Load (lb) 73829 16908.2 3254.4 
20000.0 10904.1
Initial Takeoff Weight (lb) 73829' 96207.8 3254.4 99299.6 90203.7
Gate Departure Delay (min) 18346 12.2 20.0 214.3 1.0 15.0 3357 5.0 9282
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 46427 2.0 2.0 27.9 .4 10.0 390 5.0 
42328
Takeoff Delay (lin) 73829 3.0 11.5 213.2 -2.2 10.0 5456 0.0 39636
Weather Delay on Takeoff (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.0 0 1.0 0
Weather Delay Landing (min) 1 151.7 0.0 151.7 151.7 60.0 1 1.0 0
Landing Hold Time (min) 45916 2.0 1.9 22.7 .4 10.0 289 5.0 
42210
Total Flight Time (min) 73822 31.9 20.3 161.5 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 73822 5.2 11.7 214.8 -8.7 30.0 2215 5.0 51147
Cate Arrival Delay (min) 73822 5.5 11.7 214.2 -8.1 15.0 477 1.0 19791
Fuel Consumed (Ib) 73822 3525.3 2215.9 13863.0 
1219.4
Fuel Remaining (1h) 73822 13383.2 4560.5 18762.0 
3185.6
Event Occurrences Event Occurrences !ardware 
Item Failed Repaired
iardware Failure 2528 VFR Weather at Takeoff 68080 
i1iiht Director System 12 11
Ilardware Items Repaired 2232 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 
4714 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 276 266
Cracelid lie to long Repair 149 Cat II Weather at Takecf 251 Speed 
Control System 45 43
(;ate 1*pa.t.e 73829 Cat III Wesather at Takeoff 784 I'rimary Compass 
System 67 67
Diapatch itlrin 15 Minutes 70472 VFR Weather on Approach 68222 Rackup Comhaas System 
20 18
Scheduled Flight Time Exceeded 55355 Cat I eather on Approa.:h 4673 Attitude Reference S 56 55
Divert to Alternate Airport 7 Cat II Weather on Approach 261 Air Data Computer 
System 19 16
ILS Failure 71 Cat 11I Weather on Approach 673" Altimeter 24 23
Hold for Takeoft Clearance 46427 Cat III Takeoff Capability 73829 Airapeed 5 5
Hold for Landing Clearance 45916 Cat I'I Takeoff Capability 0 Primary Communicationa 74 68
Lo Fuel Prloritv Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capablllty 0 VIHF 
N:AV Receiver 152 145
Alternate Takeoff R,,lwav Used 7770 Cat III Landng Capability 73063 Backap 
Radio NAV 56 0
Alternate Landing R.uway Usaed 7756 Cat 11 Landing Capability 677 
Harker Beacon Receiver 12 0
Cancelled Due to Weather 0 Cat I Landing Capability 49 
M:E 156 135
Radio Altimeter 88 85
ATC Transponder 37 33
Weather Radar 126 0
Flight Recorders 63 57
Flight Interphone 8 8
Instrument (omparlson/Waraing 31 30
Additional Avionics 33 33
Air Comditioning 196 192
Oxygen System 56 55
Ilydraulics System 43 43
Electrical System 7 7
Fuel System 6 6
Engines 35 31
Additional Mechanical Items 825 n00
TABLE 13. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY III
APPROACH/LAND CAPABILITY (REPAIR TO CAT III AT SNA).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 39334.2 FLIGHT HOURS
Number of Standard Maxstam Minimum Constraint Number Conaraint Number
Samplel Mean Deviation Value Value IKaximum Greater Minimum Les
Equipment kepair Time (min) 2109 51.9 59.4 398.4 4.1 30.0 1132 10.0 168
Fuel Loading Time (min) 29611 10.8 3.2 15.0 5.1 10.0 19743 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (min) 1290 30.6 27.5 126.8 .0 30.0 494 10.0 327
Fuel Loading Delay (=in) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 225 .7 .6 3.5 .0 5.0 0 1.0 176
Passenger Loading Delay (amin) 3111 2.3 2.0 13.0 .0 5.0 319 1.0 1036
Fuel Loaded (lb) 29611 11671.9 6363.9 21000.0 108.6
Initial Fuel Load (lb) 73891 16905.9 3255.4 20000.0 10903.7
Tnittal Takeoff Weight (Ib) 7381 96205.5 3255.4 99299.6 90203.3
Gate Departure Delay (min) 18272 11.8 19.8 211.6 1.0 15.0 3110 5.0 9458
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 46618 2.0 2.0 24.0 .4 10.0 346 5.0 42684
Takeoff Delay (min) 73889 2.8 , 11.3 210.0 -2.2 10.0 5189 0.0 39968
.eather Delay on Takeoff (min) 15 58.7 33.9 108.4 12.6 60.0 6 1.0 0
eather Delay Landing (min) 9 66.0 43.9 135.3 12.4 60.0 5 1.0 0
Landing Hold Time (min) 46124 2.0 1.9 23.6 .4 10.0 312 5.0 42429
Total Flight Time (min) 73880 31.9 20.3 145.0 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 73880 5.1 11.6 207.6 -8.2 30.0 2032 5.0 51526
Cate Arrival Delay (min) 73880 5.4 11.6 207.4 -7.7 15.0 4278 1.0 19915
Fuel Consumed (lb) 73880 3526.3 2216.2 12493.1 i219.4
Fuel Remaining (Ib) 73860 13379.9 4561.8 18761.9 3185.6
Event IOecurrences Event Occurrences Hardware Item Failed Repaired
Hardare ail.lre 2477. VFR Weather at Takeoff 68086 Flight Director System 10 8
Hardware Items Repaired 2150 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 4767 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 268 230
C 4 clled D e to Long Repair 133 Cat II Weather at Takeoff 262 Speed Control System 42 37
Cate Departure 73889 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 776 Primary Compass System 66 64
Dispatch within 15 Minutes 70779 VFR Weather on Approach 68219 Backup Compasa System 20 19
Stheduled Flight Time Exceeded 55428 Cat 1 Weather on Approach 47 30 A ii-de Referenco * 67 62
Divert to Alternate Airport 9 Cat II Weather on Approach 263 Air Data Computer System 24 19
ILS Failure 68 Cat III Weather on Approach 677 ' Altimeter 25 24Nold for Takeoff Clearance 46618 Cat II Takeoff Capahtlity 73253 Airspeed 7 7fold for Landing Clearance 46124 Cat 11 Takeoff Capability 600 Primary Commeunications 74 72Low Fuel Priority Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 36 V1F NAV Receiver 155 138
Alternate Takeoff Runway Used 7736 Cat TI Lading Capability 72507 iBackup Radio NAV 45 0
Alternate Landing Runway Used 7723 Cat II Landing Capability 1269 Marker Reacon Receiver 18 0Cancelled kDue to Weather 2 Cat I Landing Capabhility 75 DME 141 124
Radio Altimeter 81 75
ATC Transponder 38 35
Weather R.dar 119 0
Flight Recorders 71 64
Flight Interphone 4 3
Instrument ComparisonlWarning 31 29
Additional Avionics 45 42
Air Conditioning 180 176
Oxygen System 52 51
Hlydraulica System 33 31
Electrical System 6 6
Fuel System 6 6
Engines 33 29I 
. Additional Mechanical Item 813 796
TABLE 14. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY III
APPROACH/LAND CAPABILITY (REPAIR TO CAT III AT SNA. AVIONICS MTBUR's
41 DOUBLED).
AN STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 39394.0 FLIGHT HOURS
Number of Standard Maximum Minimum Constraint Number Constraint Iumber
Samples Mean Deviation Value Value Maximum Creater Minimum laeo
Equipnent Repair Time (aln) 1601 52.4 65.6 477.5 5.0 30.0 799 10.0 132
Fuel Loading Time (min) 29734 10.8 3.2 15.0 5.1 10.0 19728 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (min) 973 29.9 27.7 124.9 .0 30.0 335 10.0 240
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 232 .6 .6 3.5 .0 5.0 0 1.0 188
Passenger Loading Delay (mtn) 3162 2.2 2.0 13.0 .0 3.0 325 1.0 1047
Fuel Leaded (1b) 29734 11641.5 6363.9 20000.0 103.6
Initial Fuel Load (lb) 74065 16915.6 3251.9 20000.0 10903.1
Initial Takeoff Weight (16) 74065' 96215.2 3251.9 99299.6 90202.7
Cate Departure Delay (min) 17331 9.7 16.2 154.6 . 1.0 15.0 2291 5.0 9524
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 46632 2.0 2.0 27.0 .4 10.0 323 5.0 42624
Takeoff Delay (min) 74065 2.2 . 9.1 158.3 -2.2 10.0 4198 0.0 40640
Weather Delay on Takeoff (min) 21 43.9 27.4 82.9 ..2 60.0 7 1.0 2
Weather Delay Landing (min) 4 78.0 37.6 117.5 27.0 60.0 3 1.0 0
Landing hold Time (min) 46078 1.9 1.9 22.7 .4 10.0 287 .5.0 42494
Total Flight Time (min) 74057 31.9 20.3 127.3 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 74057 4.4 9.5 161.8 -8.7 30.0 1408 5.0 52491
Cate Arrival Delay (min) 74057 4.7 9.4 162.5 -8.1 15.0 3325 1.0 20404
Fuel Consumed (16) 74057 3523.9 2215.1 11050.4 1219.3
Fuel Remaining (lb) 74057 13391.7 4557.0 18761.9 3185.6
Fvent Occurrences Event Occurrences Hiardware Item Tailed Repaired
Hardware Failure 1834* VFR Weather at Takeoff 68203 Flight Director System
Hardware Trenis Repaired 1618 Cat I Wather at Takeoff 4825 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 129 . 112
Cancelled Iue to Long Repair 122 Cat II Weather at Takeoff 259 Speed Control System 27 20
Gate Departure 74065 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 778 Primary Compass System 29 26
Dispatch Within 15 Minutes 71774 VFR Weather on Approac 68351 Rackup Compass System 11 10Sded,led FlIqhit ime Exceeded 55506 Cat I Weather on Approach 4763 Attitude Reference 29 25
Divert to Alternate Airport 8 Cat II Weather on Approach 282 Air Data Computer System 11 9
ILS Failure 63 Cat III Weather on Approach 669 Altimeter 10 10
Hold for Takeoff Clearance 46632 Cat III Takeoff Capability 73741 . Airspeed 2 2
Hold for Landing Clearance 46078 Cat i Takeoff Capability 298 Primary Communications 25 25
Lo Fuel Prtorit Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 26 VHF NAV Receiver 73 61
Alte.nate Takeoff Runway Used 7787 Cat Ill Landing Capabtiity 73370 Backup Radio NAV 31 0
Alternate Landing Runway Used 7838 Cat II Lending Capability 619 Marker Beacon Receiver 15 0
Cancelled Due to Weather 0 Cat I Ianding Capability 58 DMn 65 60
Radio Altimeter 44 40
ATC Transponder 18 16
Weather Radar 52 0
Flight Recorders 38 32
Flight Interphone 1 1
Instrument Comparison/Warning 13 11
Additional Avionics 47 43
Air Conditioning 194 183
Oxygen System 62 59
Hlydraulics System 29 26
Electrical System 8 8
Fuel System 5 5
Engines 14 10
Additional Mechanical Items 846 818
TABLE 15. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY III
APPROACH/LAND CAPABILITY (REPAIR TO C.T III AT SNA ONLY WHEN IFR AHEAD).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 39236.4 FLIGHT HOURS
Number of Standard Maximum Minim Constrat Num ber Constraint Number
Samples Mean Deviation Value Value MaxiLum Greater Minimum Less
Equipment Repair Time (min) 1503 54.5 69.2 397.9 4.0 30.0 766 10.0 107
Fuel Loading Time (min) 30017 10.7 3.2 15.0 5.1 10.0 19301 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (maL) 966 28.8 26.2 126.8 .0 30.0 349 10.0 271
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 222 .7 .7 3.5 .0 5.0 0 1.0 170
Psesenger I.oding Delay (min) 3133 2.2 2.0 13.0 .0 5.0 305 1.0 1055
Fuel Loaded (Ib) 30017 11497.3 6365.0 23000.0 103.6
Initial Fuel Load (Ib) 73735 16960.1 3236.4 20000.0 10903.7
Initial Takeoff Weight (tIb 7373. 96259.7 3236.4 9)299.6 90203.3
Cate Departure Delay (min) 17428 10.6 18.8 313.3 . 1.0 15.0 2467 5.0 9371
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 46424 2.0 2.0 21.9 .4 10.0 376 5.0 42407
Takeoff Delay (min) 73698 2.4 * 10.5 313.1 -2.2 10.0 4472 0.0 40294
Weather Delay on Takeoff (min) 158 45.7 31.5 219.8 .1 60.0 51 1.0 3
eather Delay Landing (min) 15 52.2 25.7 91.1 11.0 60.0 6 1.0 0
Landing Hold Time (min) 45876 2.0 1.9 23.0 .4 10.0 302 5.0 42163
Total Flight Time (min) 7388 31.9 20.3 139.3 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 73688 4.7 10.8 313.2 -8.2 30.0 1591 5.0 51985
Gate Arrival Delay (min) 73688 4.9 10.7 313.9 -7.7 15.0 3576 1.0 20036
Fuel Consumed (lb) 73688 3527.0. 2216.0 13120.2 1219.4
Fuel Remaining (lb) 73688 13432.6 4530.9 18762.0 3326.4
Event Occurrences Event Occurrences Ilardware Item Failed Repaired
hardvare failure 2461* VFR Weather at Takeoff 67925 Flight Director System 12 3
Ilardware Trems Repaired 1536 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 4811 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yau) .266 80
Cancelled UL.e to Long Repair 125 Cat It Weather at Takeoff 241 Speed Control System 47 12
at.e epart:re 73698 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 758 Primary Compass System 59 56
Dispatch Within 15 Minutes 71231 VFR Weather on Approach 68041 Backup Compas System 19 7
chredled Flight Time Exceeded 55266 Cat I Weather on Approach 4816 Attitude Reference . 64 21
Divert to Alternate Airport 10 Cat II Weather on Approach 226 Air Data Computer System 23 8
ILS Failure 71. Cat III Weather on Approach 615 Altimeter 25 10
Hold for Takeoff Clearance 46424 Cat III Takeoff Capability 70240 Airspeed 12 12
Hold for Landing Clearance 45876 Cat II Takeoff Capability 3224 Primary Com.munication 68 64
Lo Fuel Priority Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 234 VIIF NAV Receiver 147 45
Alternate takeoff Rtn way Used 7649 Cat III Landing Capability 69526 Backup Radio NAV 50 0
Alternate landing Runvay Used 7631 Cat II1 Landing Capability 3856 Marker Beacon Receiver 12 0
Cancelled Dte to W eaher 37 Cat 1 Landing Capability 281 DI;E 137 47
Radio Altimeter 89 33
ATC Transponder 31 10
eather Radar 126 0
Tlight Recorders 70 20
Flight Interphone 8 7
Instrument Comparison/Waraing 33 12
Additional Avionics 34 13
Air Conditioning 181 179
Oxygen System 45 44
liydraulic. System 35 15
Electrical System 7 7
Fuel System 
. 7 7
4- Engilnes 30 26
.3J I Additional Mechanical Items 821 795
TABLE 16. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS WITH CATEGORY III
APPROACH/LAND CAPABILITY (REPAIR TO CAT III AT SNA ONLY WHEN IFR AHEAD.
AVIONICS MTBUR's DOUBLED).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 39181.4 FLIGHT HOURS
Number of Standard Maximum Minimum Constraint .umber ConlLraint Number
Sasples Mean Deviation Value Value Maximum Greater Minimum Less
Equipment Repair Time (min) 1315 59.6 76.5 463.3 5.0 30.0 682 10.0 
78
Fuel Loading Time (min) 29892 10.8 3.2 13.0 5.1 10.0 19350 5.0 0
Equfpment Repair Delay (min) 841 30.3 27.3 124.6 .0 30.0 313 
10.0 205
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 226 .7 .6 3.5 .0 5.0 0 1.0 172
Passenger Loading Delay (ain) 3027 2.2 2.0 13.3 .0 • 5.0 288 1.0 1023
Fuel Loaded (lb), 29892 11531.5 6366.7 20000.0 102.2
Initial Fuel Load (Ib) 73633 16949.8 3239.7 20000.0 10904.1
Initial Takeoff Weight (Ib) 73633' 96249.4 3239.7 99299.6 90203.7.
Gate Departure Delay (min) 16972 9.7 17.3 198.0 1.0 15.0 2127 5.0 9426
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 46556 2.0 2.0 21.9 .4 10.0 337 5.0 42455
Takeoff Delay (min) 73595 2.2 * 9.6 199.6 -2.2 10.0 4064 0.0 40533
Weather Delay on Takeoff (min) 125 44.1 32.7 119.5 .4 60.0 35 1.0 2
Weather Delay Landing (min) 9 61.8 41.4 152.3 20.6 60.0 3 1.0 0
Landing Hold Time (min) 45896 2.0 1.9 22.7 .4 10.0 285 5.0 
42260
Total Flight Time (min) 73587 31.9 20.3 171.5 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 73587 4.5 9.9 202.8 -8.2 30.0 1349 5.0 52289
Gate Arrival Delay (min) 73587 4.7 9.9 202.8 -7.7 15.0 3197 1.0 20193
Fuel Consumed (lb) 73587 3527.2. 2216.5 14860.0 1219.3
Tuel Remaining (Ib) 73587 13422.1 4536.4 18762.0 3497.9
Event Occurrences Event Occurrences Hardware Item Failed Repaired
Hardware Failure 1867" VFR Weather at Takeoff 67883 Flight Director System 6
Harduare Ittms Repaired 1344 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 4746 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 143 50
Cancelled I)e to Long Repair 141 Cat 11T Weather at Takeoff 248 Speed Control System 21 10
Gate Departure 73593 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 756 Primary Compass System 28 "28
bispatch Within 15 Minutes 71468 VFR Weather on Approach 67995 Hackup Compass System 8 3
shedv.led Fli1ht l'.me Eseeded 55274 Cat I Weather on Approach 4726 Attitude Reference 34 7
Divert to Alternate Airport 8 Cat II Weather on Approach 246 Air Data Computer System 10 4
ILS Failure 67 Cat III Weather on Approach 628 Altimeter 13 5
Hold for Takeoff Clearance 46556 Cat Ill Takeoff Capability 71765 Airspeed 4 4
Hold for Landing Clearance 45896 Cat II Takeoff Capability 1650 Primary Communications 36 35
Low Fuel Priority Lending 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 180 VIIF NAV Receiver 82 25
Alternate Takeoff Runway Used 7685 Cat III landing Capahility 71352 Backup Radio NAV 27 0
Alternate landing Run.ay Used 7726 Cat II landing Capability 1996 Maiker Beacon Receiver 8 0
Cancelled thie to Weather, 38 Car I Landing Capability 216 It 57 15
Radio Altimunter 55 23
ATE Transponder 21 10
Weather Radar 52 0
Flight Recorders 29 6
Flight Interphone 6 6
Instrument Comparison/Warning 20 4
Additional Avionics 46 14
Air o.dit ioning 188 181
oxyren System 63 59
hydraulics System 33 15
Electrical System 8 7
Fuel System 7 6
Engines 22 20
Additional Mechanical Items 838 804
does serve to show how increased weight can affect fuel savings gained
by not having to hold in-flight for weather. It should also be noted
that in-flight holding was minimized under Category I and II conditions
by holding on the ground until weather minimums at the next airport were
acceptable. Holding for weather occurred then only if the conditions
changed en route.
In the simulation, it was assumed that if a given weather category
existed and the aircraft was capable of accommodating that condition,
then a landing occurred on the first attempt. However, there is evidence
that under Category II conditions, a significant number of go-arounds
occur. This is probably due to rapidly changing conditions and to a
pilot's inclination to be sure of a good landing before proceeding. It
would be expected that under Category IIIb conditions, where a pilot
would not be required to obtain a runway visual contact, that the number
of these go-arounds would be significantly reduced. Thus, the improve-
ments in performance for Category II are very likely not as great, in
reality, as shown in Table 10.
It can be concluded from Table 10 that increased adverse weather
landing and take-off capabilities improve scheduled performance. This
improvement, however, can be largely offset by increased maintenance costs
if some means is not found to improve the maintenance requirements for the
more complex avionics equipment.
Schedule Changes.-The recent airline schedule cutbacks due to fuel
shortages have led to a strong emphasis on methods of optimizing limited
flight schedules. Two computer runs were made to determine what all
would change in response to schedule changes. In both cases, the three
last flight legs (20 percent of the flights) were eliminated. Then, in
one case (Table 17), the block time for each flight leg was increased by 5
minutes. This increased the flight day by 1 hour. In the second case
(Table 18) all gate stops less than 20 minutes were increased to 20 minutes.
This increased the flight day by 65 minutes. Table 19 summarizes pertinentdata from the two cases. About the only real conclusion that can be drawn
is that schedule reliability is slightly better when the minimum gate timeis restricted to 20 minutes. Other differences are so small that they can
very likely be attributed to Monte Carlo variations.
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TABLE 17. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS (THREE FLIGHT LEGS
DELETED AND ALL BLOCK TIMES INCREASED BY 5 MINUTES).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 31822.0 FLIGHT HOURS
Nulmber of Standard Maximum Minimum Constraint Number Constraint lNumber
Samples Mean Deviation V8lue Value Maximum Greater Minimum Lees
Equipment Repair Time (min) 1372 50.5 64.2 476.3 4.4 30.0 680 10.0 115
Fuel Loading Time (min) 26410 10.2 3.3 15.0 5.1 10.0 13074 5.0 0
Equipment Repair Delay (min) 851 29.0 27.1 1.22.8 ' .0 30.0 300 10.0 241
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 1 .3 0.0 .3 .3
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 114 .6 .5 2.4 • .0 5.0 0 1.0 89
Passenger Loading Delay (min) 2252 2.2 2.0 16.1 .0 5.0 209 1.0 798
* Fuel Loaded (1b) 26410 10317.9 6640.6 20000.0 101.9
Initial Fuel Load (Ib) * 58125 17261.5 3053.3 20000.0 5764*3
Initial Takeoff Weight (lb) 58125 1 94527.4 3053.3 972,65.9 83030.2
rate Departure Delay (min) 7739 21.9 29.7 261.8 . 1.0 15.0 2941 5.0 3097
Takeoff Hold Time (min) 39670 2.2 2.1 30.0 .4 10.0 403 5.0 35757
Takeoff Delay (min) 57985 3.0 13.3 261.0 -2.2 10.0 3816 0.0. 33050
Weather Delay on Takeoff (atn) 632 43.1 31.9 119.0 ..0 60.0 182 1.0 11
eather Delay Landing (min) 157 47.0 38.0 158.7 .3 60.0 46 1.0 2
Landing Hold Time (min) 37000 2.1 2.0 21.9 .4 10.0 299 5.0 33581
Total Flight Time (man) 57947 32.9 19.7 180.2 9.8
Landing Time Delay (min) 57947 .4 13.9 253.2 -12.4 S0.0 1893 5.0 51898
Cate Arrival Delay (min) 57947 .6 13.9 253.9 *11.8 15.0 2895 1.0 44025
Fuel Consumed (lb) 57947 3603.7. 2133.0 15697.8 1212.9
Fuel Remaining (Ib) 57947 13651.4 3975.8 18767.9 3610.4
Fvent Occurrences Event Occurrences Ilardare Item Failed Repaired
Hardware Failure 1761 " VFR Weather at Takeoff 54164 Flight Director System 0
Hardware Items Repaired 1389 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 3774 4 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 56 0
Cancelled D-ie to Long Repair 90 Cat IT Weather at Takeoff 45 S pee'd Control System 14 0
(ate Departure 57985 Cat III Weather at Takeoff 142 Primary Compass System 52 50
Dispatch Within 15 Minutes 55044 VFR Weather on Approach 54084 Backup Compass System 13 11
cheJuled Flight Time Exceeded 8352 Cat I Weather on Approach 3715 Attitude Reference . 57 46
DLvert to Alternate Airport 38 Cat 11 Weather on Approach 45 Air Data Computer System 13 11
ILS Failure 58 Cat III Weather on Approach 141 Altimeter 20 17
Hold for Takeoff Clearance 39670 Cat III Takeoff Capahility 0 Airspeed 7 7
Hold for Landing Clearance 37000 Cat Ii Takeoff Capability 0 Primary Comminlcateons 41 40
Low Fuel Prioritv Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 57985 VIIf NAV Receiver 84 71
Alternate Takeoff Runvay Used 6636 Cat III Landing Capability 0 Hlackup Radio NAV 54 0
Alternate Landing Runvay Used 6598 Cat 11 Landing Capabillty 0 Marker Beacon Receiver 8 0
Cancelled fle to Weather 140 Cat I Landing Capability 57939 DMI 132 109
Radio Altimeter 6 0
ATC Transponder 34 30
Weather Radar 87 0
Flight Recorders 47 . 39
Flight Interphone 5 5
instrulment Comparison/Warning 11 0
Additional Avionics 50 41
Air Co.ditloing 164 155
Oxygen System 39 35
Ilydraulics System 21 20
Electrical System 7 6
Fuel System 10 9
Elngince 21 19
Additional Mechanical Itrems 703 667
_ - --..
TABLE 18. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF AIR CALIFORNIA OPERATIONS (THREE FLIGHT LEGS
DELETED AND ALL GATE TIME LESS THAN 20 MINUTES INCREASED TO 20 MINUTES).
STATISTICS FOR 5000 DAYS WITH 3 ROUND TRIPS PER DAY, TOTALING 31757.7 FLIGHT HOURS.
Number of Standard Maximum Minitum Constraint Number Constraint Number
Samples e4an Deviation Value Value Maximum Creater Minimum Laes
Equipment Repair Time (min) 1373 50.4 59.9 397.3 4.3 30.0 693 10.0 18
Fuel Loading Time (mLn) 26421 10.2 3.3 15.0 5.1 10.0 13016 5.0 0
Equtpeenr Repair Delay (min) 745 31.1 28.8 123.6 .0 30.0 281 10.0 196
Fuel Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cargo Loading Delay (min) 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0 1.0 0
Passenger Loading Delay (min) 662 1.9 1.8 13.2 .0 • 5.0 40 1.0 252
Fuel Loaded (1b) 26421 10302.8 6636.0 20000.0 100,0
Initial Fuel Load (ib) 58015 17267.5 3051.7 20000.0 6868.1
Initial Takeoff Weight (Ib) 58015 94533.4 3051.7 97265.9 84134.0
Gate Departure Delay (min) 5356 29.3 31.6 251.8 . 1.0 15.0 2856 5.0 1453
Takeoff Hold Time (moin) 39419 2.2 2.2 26.0 .4 10.0 430 5.0 35386
Takeoff Delay (min) 57867 2.8 13.0 251.0 -2.2 10.0 3523 0.0 33966
Weather Delay on Takeoff (lon) 660 41.2 30.9 119.6 .1 60.0 177 1.0 8
eather Delay Landing (min) 154 46.7 38.7 160.7 .2 60.0 36 1.0 1
Landing Hold Time (min) 36939 2.1 2.0 22.7 .4 10.0 319 5.0 33538
Total Flight Time (min) 57834 32.9 19.7 177.8 9.8
leanding Time Delay (min) 57834 5.2 13.6 248.2 -7.1 30.0 2160 5.0 42125
Gate Arrival Delay (min) 57834 5.4 13.6 248.9 -6.7 15.0 3507 1.0 19532
Fuel Consumed (1b) 57834 3604.3. 2131.7 15380.2 1i12.8
Fuel Remaining (lb) 57834 13656.9 3971.8 18768.3 3609.1
Event Occurrences Event Occurrenees IHardware Item Failed Repaired
kHardvare Failure 1810 VFR Weather at Takeoff 53912 Flight Director System 8 0
Hardware Items Repaired 1393 Cat I Weather at Takeoff 3890 Flight Control(Pitch/Roll/Yaw) 60 0
Cancelled Due to Long Repair 88 Cat TI Weather at Takeoff 54 Speed Control System 14 0
Gate eparturu 57867 Cat II1 Weather at Takeoff 159 Primary Compass System 45 42Dispatch Within 15 Minutes 55011 VFR Weather on Approach 53825 Backup Compass System 13 11Scheduled Flight Time Cxceeded 44353 Cat I Weather on Approach 3861 Attitude Reference . 62 49Divert to Alternate Airport 33 Cat 1I Weather on Approach 56 Air Data Computer System 22 19ILS Failure 54 Cat III Weather on Approach 125 Altimeter 25 20Hold for Takeoff Clearance 39419 Cat Ill Takeoff Capability 0 Airspeed 7 6
Hold for Landing Clearance 36939 Cat II Takeoff Capability 0 Primary Communications 44 40Lou Fuel Priority Landing 0 Cat I Takeoff Capability 57867 VIlF NAV Receiver 73 62Alternate Takoff Runvay Used 6530 Cat III Lading Capability . Backup Radio NAV 55 0Alternate Landing Runway Used 6572 Cat II Landing Capability 0 Marker lvercon Receiver 11 0Cancelled Dhe to Weather 148 Cat i Landing Capability 57826 II0M: 135 110
Radio Altimeter 10 0AIC Transponder 33 27
Weather Radar 90 0
Flight Recorders 44 36
Flight Interphone 4 4
Instrument Comparison/Warniag 16 0
Additional Avionics 54 43
Air Conditioning 162 150
Oxygen Syatem 43 41
Ilydraulice System 16 15
Electrical System 6 5Fuel System 10 10
Kngines 21 17
. . .,, Additional Mechanical Items 727 AR
TABLE 19. SUMMARY OF TWO SIMULATIONS WITH
DIFFERENT SCHEDULE EXTENSIONS
+5 Minute Minimum
Increased 20 Minute
Block Time Gate Stop
Dispatch Reliability 94.94 95.08
Departure Delays 1-5 min (%) 5.33 2.51
5-15 min (%) 2.93 1.80
>15 min (%) 5.06 4.92
Number of Items Failed 1761 1810
Number of Daytime Repairs 1389 1393
Repair Delay (%) 1.46 1.28
Weather Delay - Takeoff (%) 1.09 1.14
- Landing (%) .27 .26
Mean Fuel per Leg (lb) 3603.7 3604.3
Cancel for Long Repair 90 88
Cancel for Weather 140 148
Divert to Alternate Airport 38 33
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EXAMINATION OF MLS COVERAGE
REQUIREMENTS FOR STOL OPERATIONS
The purpose of this analysis was to examine the-suitability of the
proposed microwave landing system (MLS) coverage for future STOL oper-
ations. The RTCA subcommittee 117, in defining the proposed MLS,
identified several configurations with varying coverage, accuracy and
data rates allowing individual airports to select the most cost effec-
tive configuration. Coverage ranges from ±200 to k600 in azimuth and
from 80 to 200 in elevation. This wide angle coverage will allow
precisely controlled, arbitrary flight paths in the terminal area to
facilitate noise abatement and sequencing and metering. Emphasis in
this report is primarily on azimuth angle coverage requirements. A
precise evaluation of coverage requirements is impossible at this time
because the requirements are so dependent on future ATC procedures,
quality of new navigation and surveillance systems, airport configura-
tions and progress in achieving quiet engines. This report identifies
the major factors influencing coverage and draws some tentative
conclusions based on the projected STOL operational environment.
Factors Influencing Coverage
The increased azimuth and vertical coverage proposed for the MLS
should provide at least two major benefits.
(1) Arbitrary lateral paths (within the MLS coverage) can be
flown precisely, allowing aircraft to be directed over noise
insensitive areas. In addition the greater vertical
coverage will allow steeper approaches reducing noise
footprints.
(2) Metering and sequencing can be greatly facilitated if
all aircraft do not have to fly along the extended
runway centerline for a major portion of the approach.
If, instead, some of the aircraft can join the common
path as close as practical to the runway threshold,
then the adverse effect of speed difference on capacity
can be minimized. In addition, the quality of the
position information will allow aircraft to adjust
the touchdown time with either time or path control
to maximize runway capacity.
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This report deals primarily with the azimuth requirements for
improved metering and sequencing. It is believed that the azimuth
coverage required to fly noise abatement paths will not generally be
the constraining factor because of the possibility of steep approach
paths and the likely introduction of quieter engines. The most severe
demands on MLS coverage will likely occur at major hub airports equipped
with independent, parallel runways and ARTS III automation enhanced to
include automatic sequencing, spacing, metering and conflict detection.
The effect of independent parallel runway operations will be to delete
half the available airspace from normal operations for each runway. It
is this case that is examined in the following sections.
STOL Flight Paths in the Terminal Area
At the high density airports, STOL aircraft will very likely
operate in the airspace closest to the runway. The slower STOL air-
speeds provide shorter turning radii and greater maneuverability within
a limited airspace. In addition, if STOL aircraft can operate closest
to the runway threshold, then total flight times can be minimized when the
landing direction is not the same as the en route approach direction.
This is particularly important for commercial STOL aircraft because of
their economic sensitivity to schedule delays.
Maneuvering Limitations Within MLS Coverage
The maneuvering limitations within the MLS are dependent on the
aircraft bank and bank rate limits and airspeed and the maximum wind
velocity. Appendix B contains a set of plots showing the maneuvering limi-
tations for numerous aircraft conditions and for variations in MLS coverage
and common path length. Those plots were generated on the assumption
that the aircraft entered the MLS coverage with wings level and began
the maneuver one second later.
The maneuvers shown in Appendix B are not practical. However, they
do reflect the shortest distance from the MLS azimuth antenna at which an
approach is possible without a go-around. Coupled with the navigation
uncertainty prior to entering the MLS coverage, this information allows
the choice of nominal or desired paths which will have little likelihood
of a go-around. That is, nominal paths must be selected to enter the MLS
at a range greater than the minimum maneuvering constraint by an amount
sufficient to assure a low probability of a go-around. Thus, the nominal
or desired path might be two to four standard deviations (of the navigation
uncertainty distribution) beyond the minimums indicated. A more complete
description and analysis of the plots is given in Appendix B.
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MLS Coverage Required for Time Adjustment
Precise sequencing and metering will depend on accurate time
control to achieve a maximum safe landing rate. Time assignments will
be given through the air traffic control system. The degree to which
ATC participates in the velocity and/or flight path controls to achieve
the time assignment will depend on:
(1) The aircraft flight control system and navigation
capability
(2) The quality of navigation aids (MLS, VOR/DME, satellite,
etc.)
(3) The surveillance accuracy
(4) The ATC communication and computational limitations.
At the two extremes, ATC could provide a landing time assignment some-
where in the terminal area and expect the aircraft navigation and
control system to achieve that time without further support (other than
conflict detection). On the other hand, ATC could provide heading and
velocity commands as necessary. In practice, both techniques will
likely be used, with the better equipped aircraft using the former (with
the possibility of preferential treatment as motivation) and lesser
equipped aircraft requiring numerous commands to achieve the desired
result. For aircraft which will control time of arrival using onboard
navigation and control equipment, there must be sufficiently accurate
navigation aids to estimate position and sufficient time to null errors.
The MLS will have sufficient accuracy. The amount of coverage required
will depend on the maximum time errors which must be accommodated. If
time assignments are not given until the aircraft reaches some position fix
within the MLS coverage then as much as one minute of time adjustment
may be required. If, on the other hand, final time assignments are
given earlier in the terminal area, the required time adjustment within
the MLS will be dictated by the combination of state estimate and
control errors outside the MLS region. These errors are discussed
further in later sections of the report.
The purpose of this section is to define the MLS coverage
required as a function of time adjustment. Time of arrival can be
adjusted by modifying the flight path direction or by changing velocity.
Each technique is considered separately.
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Flight Path Control.- Numerous path stretching techniques have been
postulated. The fan pattern, referred to in several reports and described
in a Collins report(2 ), is very attractive because of its simplicity and
compatibility with existing procedures. Figure 11 shows a typical pattern.
The longest path available is flown normal to the runway centerline with a
90 degree turn to the final path. The shortest is flown directly to the
common path gate. Variations on this pattern are possible, but they result
in the same time adjustment capability when restricted to 90 degree turns
or less. For purposes of this discussion, the starting fix point must be
somewhere within the MLS coverage. Whether this is an unchanging point in
space or a point adapted to each aircraft's entry to the MLS is not clear.
In any event, the point is effectively a few seconds within the coverage
allowing sufficient time to settle pre-MLS errors and compute the required
path.
A typical flight path of the fan family, as shown in Figure 12,
is composed of three segments; approach to the common path, turn, and
flight along the common path. The required geometric and aircraft
variables to compute time and distance are:
x, cross track position of the initial fix point,
y, along track distance from the initial fix
point to the common path gate,
a, angle between the initial approach and the
common path, (note that this angle can range
from a maximum of 90 degrees to a minimum of
tan- x/y. The lower limit is approximate
since it doesn't account for the distance
needed to turn.)
R, aircraft turn radius,
V, aircraft velocity, and
CP, aircraft bank angle.
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FIGURE 11. GEOMETRY OF FLIGHT PATH PATTERN FOR PATH STRETCHING TIME CONTROL
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FIGURE 12. REPRESENTATIVE FLIGHT PATH FOR PATH STRETCHING TIME CONTROL
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The turn radius of the aircraft is given by
R =
g tancp
The length of each of the three segments shown in Figure 12 is
S= x2 + (x/tan)2 1/2 - R tan(a/2)
L2 = Ra
L3 = y - x/tana - R tan(a/2).
Summing gives
1- cosaL = x( sin ) + RI[ - 2 tan(a/2)] + y
Assuming constant velocity, the time, t, required to fly the path is
t = L/V.
The maximum time adjustment available is the difference between thelongest and shortest paths. This time is computed by substituting the
maximum and minimum angles (90 degrees and tan- x/y respectively) and
subtracting. This provides a time difference, At, of
1 1 l-cosaAt = V[x + y - .43R] - [x( - cosV sin a
+ R(a 
- 2 tan a) + y.
But, for the shortest path
x = y tan a
Thus, in terms of the distance to the commoh path gate and angle to theinitial fix point
At = (tan a - i/cos a + 1) - (.43 - a + 2 tan 0)
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Figure 13 contains several plots of the locus of constant 
time
adjustment versus initial fix position. Note that each of the three
constant time plots are expressed as At/2 reflecting the time increase
or decrease about an average nominal. For these plots, a common path
length of two miles was assumed. For longer common path lengths, the
three curves move up by the amount of the common path increase.
Figure 14 chows that the amount of time adjustment available is
relatively insensitive to nominal velocity and bank angle.
Speed Control.- An alternative means of adjusting time of arrival
is through speed control. The factors affecting time control through
speed adjustment are:
(1) Nominal approach speed
(2) maximum and minimum acceptable speeds
(3) acceleration and deceleration capability
(4) path length.
For purposes of STOL aircraft it is assumed that all speed
variations must be accomplished before the final turn onto the common
path. A reasonable range of speed is from 1.4V to 1.7V where V is the
aircraft stall speed. A typical landing speed is 1.3V . Aircraft certi-
s
fication requirements presently specify that all aircraft must have a
maximum flap speed at least 80 percent above the stall speed for that
configuration. Assuming that a buffer is required at the extremes of
1.3V and 1.8V , arbitrary values of 1.4V to 1.7V were chosen.S S S S
There are four segments to the speed change as shown in Figure
15. During the first segment the aircraft changes speed from the
nominal (1.55V which is the average of 1.4V and 1.7V ) to either the
8 s s
maximum or minimum speed. The time, tl, and distance, D1 , covered
can be deduced as follows:
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FIGURE 13. TIME CONTROL AVAILABLE VERSUS INITIAL FIX POINT FOR A
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initial fix point
D1  accelerate (decelerate)
D2 max. (min.) velocity
D3 -decelerate (accelerate)
D4
common path gate
common path
FIGURE 15. FLIGHT SPEED CONTROL PATH FOR TIME CONTROL
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D 1 = V0 tI + 1/2a t 2
VI = a t1 + 0  ,
where
V0 = 1.55V
s
V1 = 1.4V or 1.7VS s
a = aircraft acceleration.
Solving for t
(V VO )
= 1- 0
1 a
Substituting into the first equation gives
D = (V2 V1 2a 1 0
Similarly, for the third segment
(V I V )
3 a
1 2 2
D L (V - V )3 2a 1 0
The time spent in the second segment, t2, is given by
D 2
2  V
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Thus the total time and distance in the first three segments is given
by
D (V2 V 0 2 ) + t V
a 1 0 2 1
t = (V1 - V ) + t2
Eliminating t2 from the second equation gives
1 2 22 - -(V - V02 )
t =a(V - VO) + v1
The nominal flight time, to, is
D
O V0
The maximum time change, At, is given by
At = (t - t 0 )
2
1 0 1 1
=-(V - 2V - --- )+ D (- -- )
a 1 0 V V 1 V
1  1  0
Figure 16 shows contours of constant time change for a nominal
airspeed of 90 kts. and an acceleration capability of 0.1 g. Note that
the contours are different for decreasing and increasing time. Figure
17 shows the relative insensitivity of these curves to changes in
acceleration.
The speed maneuvers described above are, of course, somewhat.
simplified but they serve to indicate the rough magnitude of achievable
time changes.
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FIGURE 16. MAXIMUM FLIGHT SPEED TIME CONTROL AVAILABLE FOR A
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State Estimate and Control Uncertainty
Outside the MLS
The state estimate and control uncertainty outside the MLS
coverage is an important factor in the definition of required MLS
coverage. Of particular interest are the cross track and along track
uncertainty just prior to entering the MLS coverage. The along track
uncertainty divided by the aircraft velocity gives the time of arrival
error, dictating the minimum amount of time which must be made up
within the MLS coverage. If the pilot is attempting to cross some
intermediate waypoint just inside the MLS coverage, then the cross
track uncertainty dictates the variation which must be allowed in defining
this waypoint.
A cursory examination of these errors was made using the aircraft
navigation, guidance and control analysis program (ANGCAP) developed as
part of the STOL-OPS programs(3 ). Since the case of interest is a
major high density hub airport equipped with parallel independent
runways, it was assumed that a VOR/DME existed near the runways. It
was assumed that the aircraft was equipped with an area navigation
system capable of complementing the VOR/DME data with air data and
heading information, More accurate forms of state estimation are, of
course, possible utilizing other VOR/Db. stations in the area. However,
the case of a single VOR/DME located at the airport represents a likely
situation.
Two flight profiles were simulated initially; one path perpendicular
to the runway centerline and another approaching 180 degrees to the final
path with a turn toward the runway centerline at approximately five miles
beyond the threshold. The second profile had smaller errors because the
aircraft passed closer to the VOR/DME than the first profile. Thus, only
the path perpendicular to the runway centerline was considered further.
This path intersected the runway centerline five miles from the threshold.
Table 20 shows the data used for the analysis. Runs were made
with a lateral control time constants of 60 and 100 seconds and velocity
control time constants of 100 and 200 seconds. Table 21 shows the
results at a point two miles from the runway centerline (reflecting
the edge of a 20 degree MLS azimuth coverage).
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TABLE 20. DATA USED FOR NAVIGATION UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
1. VOR/DME standard deviations
Actual Filter Model
Bias White Noise Bias White Noise
DME Range (nm) 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.10
VOR Bearing (deg) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2. Winds
Actual Filter Model
Standard Correlation Standard Correlation
Deviation Time Deviation Time
East 10 kts 360 sec 10 kts 360 sec
North 10 kts 360 sec 10 kts 360 sec
3. Aircraft/control transfer functions
Lateral (cross track) - represented as a first order system with
a control time constant as specified.
Velocity (along track) - represented as a first order system with
a control time constant as specified.
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TABLE 21. ERROR ANALYSIS RESULTS
Condition Error (Std. Dev.)
60 sec. lateral control 0.22 n.mi. cross track
time constant
100 sec. lateral control 0.31 n.mi. cross track
time constant
100 sec. velocity control 8.6 seconds
time constant
200 sec. velocity control 12.4 seconds
time constant
Future ATC Environment
The method of sequencing and metering and thus, the requirements
for MLS coverage are greatly dependent on future ATC methods. A Mitre
report on the upgraded third generation ATC(4 ) indicates that
aircraft will likely be given landing assignments as early as takeoff
from the originating airport. The precision of these landing assignments
will gradually be reduced from several minutes at takeoff to a few seconds
in the terminal area. If this is the case, then time adjustment require-
ments within MLS coverage should be dependent only on the navigation and
control uncertainty outside the MLS. A report on the fourth generation
ATC( 5 ) indicates that both navigation and surveillance aids in that time
period will be almost as accurate as the MLS, greatly relieving MLS
requirements except for landing.
If the upgraded third generation and fourth generation ATC systems
occur as indicated in these reports, then the requirements for time of
arrival control within the MLS will be dependent only on state estimation
and control uncertaintly outside the MLS. However, these improvements are
at a very early stage of development and official FAA policies on these
improvements have not yet been defined. Significant changes in approach
to the problems of sequencing and metering may yet occur before an up-
graded third generation capability is implemented. Until these procedures
are well defined, the time of arrival control authority required within
the MLS will not be fully known.
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MLS Azimuth Coverage Required for STOL Operations
The data presented in the previous sections are sufficient to
gain some insight into the STOL requirements for MLS coverage. To
review briefly, it has been assumed that the greatest demand on coverage
will occur at high density airports equipped with parallel independent
runways. Parallel independent runways have shown the greatest promise
for increasing airport capacity. The presence of parallel runways
effectively eliminates half the available airspace from normal maneu-
vers for any given runway. At the same time, since it is a high
density airport, maximizing capacity on each runway will be a major
concern. In the future (1985 time period) this will imply the need for
precise time of arrival control and a minimum time on the common path for
the slower speed aircraft.
The coverage required under these circumstances depends primarily
on:
(1) The amount of time adjustment which must be
accommodated within the MLS coverage
(2) The position uncertainty at the entrance to
MLS coverage
and to a lesser extent on
(1) The common path length
(2) The aircraft maneuver constraints near the
common path gate.
Figures 18 to 22 show graphically the airspace required for path control
for several conditions. On each figure, a fan family is shown which termi-
nates at the common path gate. Another fan family is shown displaced a
half mile further from the threshold. This fan pattern would allow a half
mile cross-track error before the time adjustment capability would be
affected. The value of one-half mile was chosen based on data in Table
21 as approximately the two-sigma devision of the cross track uncertainty
at the MLS entrance. This confidence level is very likely sufficient
because the impact of exceeding the two-sigma level is just to reduce the
available time of arrival adjustment capability. Also shown on each
figure is a closest approach boundary which is based on the data in
Appendix B. As indicated above, this has little impact on required coverage
unless the nominal MLS entry point is close enough to that boundary to
provide a significant probability of crossing the boundary.
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The common path gate for each of these figures has been set at
2 nautical miles from the threshold. At 2 miles from the threshold
a STOL aircraft is 2-8 minutes from touchdown at about 1,500 feet
altitude (assuming a 7-degree glide path).
Figures 18 and 19 show a fan pattern with ±15 seconds adjustment
capability for 20 and 40 degrees azimuth coverage, respectively. Figures
20 to 22 show a fan pattern with 160 seconds adjustment capability for
20, 40, and 60 degrees azimuth coverage, respectively.
For the ±15 second fan pattern, the maneuvering range requirements
are not much different for 20 and 40 degrees of coverage. For the +60
second pattern, however, the differences are significant. Twenty degrees
of azimuth coverage implies that airspace out to about 12 miles from
threshold is required. At 60 degrees azimuth coverage this range reduces
to about 7 miles.
At first glance it appears that 20 degrees azimuth coverage would
be adequate for STOL operations under the conditions described above.
However, there are a number of other factors affecting runway capacity
which should be considered. Some of these are discussed below.
Speed Mix.- If aircraft of differing speed ranges are landing on the
same runway, then capacity is decreased. This is because a slower air-
craft following a faster aircraft will exceed the minimum separation at
touchdown. When the slower aircraft reaches the common path, it must
have the minimum separation from the faster aircraft in front of it. As
both approach the runway their separation increases, thus increasing the
time separation between them. It has been shown that almost all aircraft
can operate at one of three nominal approach speeds(2). If each of
these three speed classes operate in a separate region of the MLS to
accomplish time of arrival control, then there should be airspace allo-
cated for a fan pattern for each. For the case of parallel independent
runways, it is highly unlikely that more than two speed categories would
operate on a given runway, especially the shorter runway which STOL
aircraft would be using. Assuming MLS coverage out to 20 nautical miles,there appears to be sufficient area for two fan patterns in all of the
cases with the possible exception of Figure 20.
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Common Path Length.- One way to reduce the adverse affects on
capacity of differing landing approach speeds is to minimize the common
path length of the slower aircraft. Tables 22 and 23 show saturation
capacity for three common path lengths for two speed mixes. Note that
there is a significant increase achieved by reducing common path length.
The required common path length can be reduced by minimizing the time of
arrival adjustment required within MLS coverage and by increasing azimuth
coverage.
Altitude Separation.- It should be noted that separation requirements
can be satisfied with altitude as well as lateral separation. In fact
altitude separation of differing speed classes in the terminal area may
be essential to take best advantage of the minimum separation requirements.
It was shown above that capacity improvements could be expected if STOL
aircraft joined the common path as close as possible to the threshold.
However, during the final turn onto the common path, there is a closest
point of approach to an aircraft passing by in front of the STOL. The
fact that these two aircraft have their closest point of approach when
one is closing on the common path (that is, when there is a significant
closing velocity between the two aircraft) would normally dictate greater
separation than required if both were on the common path. Thus, the
advantage of the shorter common path would be diminished. However, if
the two aircraft were separated in altitude, the lateral separation
could be minimized. To obtain some feel for relative vertical separation
along the common path, note that a STOL on a seven degree glideslope would
be at approximately 2200 feet altitude at three miles from the threshold.
An aircraft on a three degree glideslope at the same range would be at
950 feet, a separation greater than 1000 feet.
Altitude separation could be helpful in another way. In Figure
20 there is an implication that for *60 seconds time of arrival
authority, approximately 12 miles of airspace from the threshold must
be dedicated to this speed class. This also implies long common path
lengths for the slower speed aircraft. This can be alleviated by
altitude separation, allowing differing speed classes to overlap in the
lateral plane.
Speed Control.-Figures 18 to 22 were all drawn on the basis of
using path control to change time of arrival. This could also be
accomplished using speed control, although generally more airspace is
required and a greater pilot workload may be involved. In addition it
is possible that some combination of speed and path control could be
used to further reduce required airspace
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TABLE 22. HOURLY CAPACITY FOR A LANDING APPROACH
SPEED MIX OF 50% AT 80 ks., 25% AT 100
kts. AND 25% AT 110 kts.
Separation at
Common CPA (n.mi.) 2.0 3.0
Path Length
(n.mi.)
2 42.3 28.9
4 39.6 27.6
8 35.2 25.4
* Using the capacity model in Reference 6.
** Closest point of approach.
TABLE 23.. HOURLY CAPACITY FOR A LANDING APPROACH
SPEED MIX OF 25% AT 80 kts., 37.5% AT
100 kts. AND 37.5% AT 110 kts.
Separat n atCCPA (n.mi.) 2.0 3.0
Path Length(n.mi.)
2 45.6 31.0
4 42.9 29.8
8 38.4 27.5
* Using the capacity model in Reference 6.
** Closest point of approach.
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Elevation Coverage
The previous sections have dealt only with azimuth MLS coverage.
Elevation coverage is also of interest. The SC-117 subcommittee recom-
mended elevation coverages of 8 and 20 degrees depending on the configura-
tion. There are two aspects of elevation coverage; the maximum elevation
of the elevation signal and the maximum elevation of the azimuth signal.
STOL aircraft will be quite sensitive to elevation coverage because of
their steep approach capability. If STOL aircraft use glide paths which
are less than 8 degrees, then there would be sufficient coverage if they
made a straight in approach. If, however, a STOL aircraft approaches the
runway centerline from some angle and is executing a descent at the same
time, then there is a possibility of operating above the coverage. Figure
23 shows where an aircraft would enter the azimuth coverage if approaching
at a right angle to the runway centerline and executing a 7 degree descent
within an 8 degree coverage. If the common path length is six to eight
miles long then it is likely that the aircraft would not start the descent
until the runway centerline was reached. However, for shorter common paths
this would not necessarily be the case. Thus, 8 degrees of vertical cover-
age appears to be marginal for STOL operations in a high density environment.
Conclusions
Adequate conclusions regarding the required azimuth MLS coverage
for STOL operations are very difficult because of the uncertain data
base. For example:
(1) The future ATC procedures for time of arrival control,
and thus the requirements for control authority, are
very tenuous.
(2) A specific pattern (the fan family) was chosen to determine
the airspace required for time of arrival adjustment, yet
there has been no policy definition regarding the method to
be used.
(3) For much of the data (Figures 18 to 22) a common path
length of two miles was used, but it is not clear that this
will be an acceptable value.
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(4) Use of speed control was not assumed in drawing Figures
18 to 22.
(5) The case of high density parallel independent runways with
precise, automated sequencing and metering was assumed to
represent the worst case for azimuth coverage.
Despite the uncertainty involved there are certain conclusions that are
apparent.
(1) A coverage of ±60 degrees does not appear to offer a signifi-
cant advantage over ±40 degrees coverage.
(2) A coverage increase from ±20 to ±40 degrees can significantly
decrease the required STOL common path length if a large
(±60 seconds) time of arrival control authority is required.
(3) A large time of arrival control authority within MLS coverage
requires excessive common path lengths for any of the coverages.
Thus, there is real advantage in attempting to minimize this
required authority with some form of control outside the MLS.
(4) A coverage of ±20 degrees is adequate if the disadvantage of
longer common paths can be compensated with altitude separation
on the final path.
(5) A coverage of ±20 degrees is adequate if a time of arrival
control authority on the order of F15 seconds is adequate.
(6) Based on the assumptions in this appendix, ±20 degrees of
azimuth coverage is adequate for all but the worst case high
density parallel independent runway airports. For this
case it is marginal.
(7) Eight degrees of vertical coverage is marginal for STOL
operations.
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APPLICATION OF INS TO STOL
The purpose of this task was to determine the avionics functions
that can be provided by an inertial navigation system (INS) or inertial
reference system (IRS) for short-haul domestic operations assuming a
requirement to operate in Category III weather. In addition, cost and
reliability data were to be gathered on existing INS systems for NASA/ARC
to use as a baseline in the development of a redundant strapdown inertial
reference unit (SIRU).
This task was accomplished primarily through a survey of air-
lines, aircraft manufacturers, avionics manufacturers, and government
agencies. These organizations and individuals contacted are listed in
Table 24. The comments received have been segregated into several cate-
gories and are repeated essentially as received. Most individuals were
quite candid and open in their remarks and generally preferred not to be
quoted directly. Thus, the views are presented without indication of the
authors. However, the segment of industry (from Table 24) the view came
from is indicated after each comment. Several comments will appear to be
repeated. In these cases several individuals had the same or similar
views and they are repeated to reflect the degree of consensus. Following
these comments there is a section of conclusions drawn from the survey.
Data on Existing Inertial Equipment
The present complement of inertial equipment or equipment
replaceable by an inertial system aboard Category III equipped aircraft
includes:
9 accelerometers (3 for each axis),
3 rate gyros (9 if rate is not derived from the vertical
gyros),
3 vertical gyros,
2 compass systems.
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TABLE 24. PERSONS CONTACTED REGARDING
APPLICATION OF INS TO STOL
1. Aircraft Manufacturers
Mr. Hal Tobie, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Mr. Al Norwood, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
Mr. Bob Adams, McDonnell Douglas Corporation (Long Beach, California)
2. INS Manufacturers and Developers
Mr. Jeff Amacker, Singer-Kearfott
Mr. Ron McGraw, Collins Radio Company
Mr. Loren DeGroot, Collins Radio Company
Mr. Paul Savage, Honeywell Inc. (Minneapolis)
Mr. Dick Miller, Litton Aero Products
Mr. Walt Ebert, Autonetics Division of North American Rockwell
3. Navigation and Flight Control Manufacturers
Mr. LFre Allgower, Sperry Flight Systems
Mr. Don McGlade, Sperry Flight Systems
Dr. Norb Hemesath, Collins Radio Company
Dr. Gordon Neal, Collins Radio Company
Mr. John Hall, Collins Radio Company
4. Airlines
Mr. T. A. Ellison, United Airlines
Mr. Howard Mehrling, Eastern Air Lines
5. Airline Related Organizations
Mr. William Carnes, ARINC/AEEC
Mr. Sig Poritzky, Air Transport Association
6. Government
Mr. Everett Morris, FAA Flight Standards Service
7. Others
Mr. Jerold Gilmore, The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
Mr. Robert Booth, The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
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Reliability data and approximate costs for these systems are as follows:
Replacement MTBF* MTBUR**
Cost (hours) (hours)
Accelerometer $1,000 96,700 47,500
Rate Gyro 1,000 6,400 3,000
Vertical Gyro 6,000 3,000 1,000
Compass System
Directional Gyro 3,500 7,700 2,300
Flux Gate 600 180,000 45,000
Coupler 4,200 8,500 3,000
Controller 400 585,000
Compensator 400
Rack 850 76,000
Total Compass System 9,950 2,000 1,300
Note that the costs are replacement or spares costs which tend to be about
33 percent higher than for an installed price. Manufacturer quoted prices
generally reflect these replacement prices.
The reliability data shown above are taken from field data. With
these figures, the cost for a fail-operational autoland (Category III)
inertial sensor complement is approximately $50,000 with a mean-time-
between failures (MTBF) of 483 hours and a mean-time-between-unscheduled-
removals (MTBUR) of 173 hours. (Navigation and Flight Control Manufacturer)
The price of present ARINC 561 inertial navigators is approx-
imately $100,000 each. The reliability specification is 1800 hours MTBF
which is almost being achieved. (Aircraft Manufacturer)
Our present experience with gimballed inertial navigation systems
shows high but tolerable maintenance costs. They are running about $3.00
per system hour for each INS with costs split approximately equally between
the IRS and computer. The accuracy of the systems is more than adequate.
(Airline)
A primary advantage of INS in today's operations is reliability.
For gimballed systems which have the capability of reverting to an attitude
system when the computer fails, the MTBF of the attitude function is about
2500 hours. The computer represents about half of the total INS failures.
The ratio of ground to airborne failures is about three to one. (INS
Manufacturer)
* Mean time between failures.
** Mean time between unscheduled removals.
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For one airline the maintenance costs of inertial equipment was
as follows:
directional gyro - 15 to 20 cents per operating hour
vertical gyro - 30 cents per operating hour
gimballed INS - $2.75 per operating hour.
The inertial systems are averaging 4200 operating hours per year. This
represents an average cost of $11,550 per year for each INS. (INS
Manufacturer)
Our price for a full system is $92,000 which includes DME/DME
filtered update. There are some improvements which could lead to a
15-20 percent reduction in price. (INS Manufacturer)
Gimballed systems have about reached the end of the line in
cost and reliability. The MTBF ranges from 800 to 1700 hours and the
cost ranges from $85K to $110K. Maintenance costs range from $2.50 to
$3.00 per hour. (INS Manufacturer)
The LTN51 sells for $106K, has an MTBF of 1200 hours and a
half mile per hour performance. The LTN72 sells for $98K. (INS
Manufacturer)
Existing INS reliability breaks down as follows (based on
several years airline experience):
- total system MTBF is about 1200 hours
- the ratio of ground to air failures is about three to one
- half of the failures are in the computer.
Thus, the reliability of basic attitude information while airborne is
greater than 3000 hours MTBF. (INS Manufacturer)
Flight Functions Provided by an Inertial System
An INS could allow removal of all other inertial instruments.
In addition, the flight control system could be significantly simplified
with much improved performance. Present ILS and VOR capture schemes tend
to be complex and perform marginally. Tracking performance in a coupled
mode on VOR's and presumably on area navigation systems utilizing VOR/DME
is marginal in terms of the bank activity. An INS updated with radio
aids provides excellent coupled performance. INS is inevitable in the
domestic environment if for no other reason than the improved flight
performance and safety aspects of reduced in-flight pilot workload.
(Navigation and Flight Control Manufacturer)
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INS is needed in Category III conditions, primarily to monitor
the ground system. In addition, the vertical gyro can be poorly erected
after a steep descent into the terminal area. This poor erection to a
false gravity vector will cause standoff in the flight control system.
For STOL vehicles this problem may be more severe because of more
maneuvering in the terminal area and short common path lengths. An INS
is not susceptible to this problem. An INS would also be very useful to
smooth dropouts in the microwave landing system (MLS) signal during
curved path maneuvers. (Aircraft Manufacturer)
We have no projections for a domestic need for an INS. The
navigation computer (presumably area navigation) will be implemented but
the addition of the inertial reference system is too expensive both in
initial and recurring costs. (Airline)
National Airlines has been quite successful in coupling to an
area navigation system without INS in both the VOR/DME and DME/DME modes.
There are cases where a VOR/DME combination causes more bank than is
acceptable but they are generally pleased with the system. (Navigation
and Flight Control Manufacturer)
My personal opinion is that as INS becomes less expensive it
will be utilized in the domestic or short-haul environment, not because
it is essential, but because it has so many nice features. I would
compare it to auto power steering. We couldn't show that it's cost
effective but we wouldn't do without it. (Navigation and Flight Control
Manufacturer)
We do not feel that INS is required as part of the Category
III Autoland system. We feel that adequate protection from ground system
failures is provided in the aircraft through rate limiters and deviation
sensors. We have experienced some problems with vertical gyro standoff.
However, these tend to be nuisance problems rather than serious flight
control or safety problems. (Navigation and Flight Control Manufacturer)
I see no essential requirement for INS in short-haul operations.
Implementation will depend heavily on first cost and maintenance costs.(Airline Related Organization)
INS will be implemented in the domestic market only if thecomputer and sensors are used to serve a total system function en-
compassing SAS, attitude, navigation, etc. (INS Manufacturer)
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There is still a big question whether Schuler-tuned inertial
attitude information is needed for Category III. Vertical gyros
are satisfactory now qualified by a limitation on maneuvers prior
to landing. It isn't clear that the VG/DG combination is good
enough when curved paths and short final common paths are used.
(INS Manufacturer)
I can't see that INS can pay its way on the next generation
STOL without a breakthrough in cost and maintenance. The new MLS with
curved paths and the introduction of area navigation leave the INS
picture unclear primarily because we don't know whether present attitude
sensors will be satisfactory. (Airline)
I would be concerned if an integrated redundant INS was part
of fail operational autoland, that integrity would be difficult to
prove without complete separation of redundant systems. (Airline)
We encourage the use of INS for smoothing anomalies and
providing a greater degree of safety on the landing approach. In the
future, city center to city center V/STOL all weather operations may
require INS quality attitude for certification. (Government)
We think of the strapdown as an integrated system with the
computer serving flight control and management functions with self
contained navigation as a free extra. (INS Manufacturer)
I have difficulty seeing any short-haul requirement for INS.
Vertical gyros with reduced drift rates may be able to handle the improved
verticality requirements for STOL in Category III conditions. (INS
Manufacturer)
I see nothing unique about STOL requiring INS. The present
cost of $75K-$100K without high reliability and easy maintenance is not
likely to find a place in short-haul. (Airline Related Organization)
INS must be able to demonstrate that it can replace a set
of instruments of comparable cost. The autoland or autopilot require-
ments will dictate the cost airlines will be willing to pay for con-
ventional instruments. When INS is available in that cost range then
the safety, performance, and flexibility offered by INS will be immedi-
ately adopted. A price range of $25K-$35K would likely be acceptable.
One must consider sharing both instruments and computer, that is,
treating it as a total system. The airlines will not buy better
performance. (Aircraft Manufacturer)
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General Comments About INS
I am skeptical about the availability of strapdown systems.
People have been claiming that flight systems are only a year away for
too long. (Airline Related Organization)
There will be problems substituting a single system (INS)
for several smaller systems (VG, DG, accelerometers). If a vertical
gyro fails now, heading is not affected, whereas, an INS failure could
remove all inertial capability. In addition spare requirements and
maintenance are much more formidable for a complete system. An
integrated redundant system, in particular, raises questions regarding
spare requirements. (Airline Related Organization)
When an INS is procured, fleet commonality will be an important
consideration which may have implications about the performance required
for those airlines which have both short-haul and long-haul oceanic
flights. (Airline Related Organization)
Gimballed systems are too expensive to find a market in
domestic short-haul. (INS Manufacturer)
Some of the problems we are having with INS in the field are:
(I) Ease of self check and easy removal leads to
increased removal rate even though the INS
might be all right
(2) Unreliable aircraft cooling
(3) Poor procedure including moving before
completion of align and bad input. (INS
Manufacturer)
INS has been easy to sell for general aviation jets. The
biggest problem there is space, peak power available for heaters, and
weight. They take a dual system whenever they can.. The INS gives them
a great deal of flexibility allowing them to go anywhere. (INS
Manufacturer)
INS is a solid requirement for long range new aircraft. (INS
Manufacturer)
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All airlines are concerned about reliability. Present
redundancy techniques are complex and costly. The industry would be
very interested in techniques for achieving redundancy reliably.
(Airline Related Organization)
We think we can satisfy a fail operational requirement with
two inline monitored gimballed INS rather than three systems. (INS
Manufacturer)
Projected Costs of New Gimballed Platform INS
The price of new gimballed systems will not go down much
further. (INS Manufacturer)
We can't push gimballed technology much further. The single
area of projected improvements is in electronics, not mechanics. Analog
circuits tend to fail twice as often as digital. Thus, the logical approach
is strapdown if the sensors can take the environment. I think the laser
gyro is about 10-15 years away for airline use. I understand that there
are problems with calibration stability, day-to-day repeatibility and total
lifetime. In the interim,strapdown systems will utilize hinged and rotor
instruments and ESG's. (INS Manufacturer)
We are developing a small gimballed inertial system which
should be available in 1976-77 for about $80K. (INS Manufacturer)
Projected Cost of Strapdown Systems
Strapdown is clearly the way to go for future commercial
applications because of the reduced cost and increased reliability which
can be achieved. We feel that $50,000 per system is near (3-5 years)
and $35,000 per system is readily achievable. (Aircraft Manufacturer)
We are looking heavily at strapdown as a means of reducing
price. With existing hardware the price should be about $55,000 per
system. (INS Manufacturer)
We expect that our strapdown system, acting as a non-redundant
navigator will be priced from $40,000-$50,000. We expect to flight
test our system in late 1974 or early 1975. (INS Manufacturer)
I would expect strapdown systems to be priced initially between
$65-$70K with a minimum threshold of $35-$50K. (INS Manufacturer)
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We have been looking at strapdown but it still has lots of
drawbacks such as computer glitches due to power changes especially on
final approach. A gimballed system can still provide attitude if the
computer fails. My view of strapdown costs with state of the art
equipment is as follows:
gyros - $6K-$8K each
accelerometers - $2K each
computer with 4-5K memory - $10K.
When you add packaging and profit, initial field support, etc. the
minimum price is $50K-$60K. (INS Manufacturer)
We have just lab tested a strapdown system demonstrating
performance better than one mile per hour. We are hoping to have a
first commercial system ready for flight test in December, 1974. We
have a cost goal of $35K per system in quantities of 1000 or more.
(INS Manufacturer)
The state of the art exists to produce an inexpensive strap-
down in 4-5 years ($35K or less). (Aircraft Manufacturer)
Requirement for Category III Autoland Capability
We're not sure whether Category III capabilities will be
procured on new aircraft. (Aircraft Manufacturer)
On our new wide body jets we are not maintaining Category III
conditions. If they don't have to be fail operational we can get by with
fewer spares and the periodic maintenance costs are not as high. We
are taking a "wait and see" attitude about the direction Category III
will take. (Airline)
Category III is proving to be a very high cost maintenance
item for us. (Airline)
Summary and Conclusions
Gimballed inertial navigation systems presently in service
have the following characteristics
Replacement Cost $85K - 110K
Performance Better than one mile per hour
Reliability 1000 - 1500 hours MTBF
Maintenance Cost $2.50 - $3.00 per system hour. This
represents approximately $12,000 per year
for each installed INS.
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These systems generally have a capability to revert to an attitude mode
if there is a computer failure. Since the computer represents about half
the total INS failures, the attitude function has a reliability greater
than 2000 hours MTBF. The in-flight failure rate is even less than
implied by this MTBF. Many of the failures are detected on the ground
during alignment. If a system can't align within certain tolerances it
is removed. Faults may have occurred during previous flights but the
performance degradation, particularly to satisfy attitude requirements,
might not be significant. Thus, a significant proportion of failures
(three to one) appear to be ground or turn-on failures.
The cost of gimballed systems will not improve significantly.
It is highly unlikely that any new gimballed systems could sell for less
than $75,000. This conclusion is generally accepted by all of the INS
manufacturers consulted, even those heavily committed to gimballed systems.
The airlines feel that INS is very expensive both for initial
buy and recurring costs. Maintenance is difficult because of the system
complexity and spares are expensive. Airlines will not purchase INS for
short-haul unless its cost and maintenance requirements are competitive
with the equipment being replaced. In other words, airlines will not pay
for increased safety, reduced pilot workload and increased flexibility
unless
(1) A regulating agency imposes the requirement
(2) The improvement is clearly cost effective
(3) Technical requirements demand the improved
performance.
There is no essential requirement for INS in the short-haul
(500-1000 miles) over-land operations. There is still a controversy
about the need for INS in the Category III Autoland. However, two
manufacturers have been or are about to be certified for Category III
without INS. The arguments for INS generally center around the need for
more effective monitoring of the ground system, more reliable attitude
information, freedom from the nuisance of beam interference or data
dropout, and improved navigational capability in the event of autoland
system failures and missed approaches. The regulatory agencies are (and
should be) reluctant to force additional hardware requirements such as
INS as part of Category III certification. Category III, as presently
implemented, is expensive and requires a great deal of periodic main-
tenance. Requirements for additional, more expensive equipment would
further reduce the likelihood of widespread Category III implementation
on future generation aircraft.
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STOL aircraft may require Schuler-tuned attitude information
rather than a continuous gravity erection system to satisfy verticality
requirements in the terminal area because of the potential for more
maneuvering and shorter periods of level flight prior to landing.
INS offers significant benefits in terms of performance,
flexibility and safety. Safety is enhanced primarily in the terminal area,
not only as described above for Category III operations,but for any IFR
conditions, particularly at ill equipped airports. Flexibility is derived
from the fact that INS represents a completely self-contained navigator
which can function accurately,independent of any external navigation aids.
The INS also offers flight control management through its computer and
smooth, accurate, coupled flight control performance freeing the flight
crew for other critical flight duties. The safety features are partic-
ularly important because a significant proportion of flight accidents
occur in the terminal area when aircraft wander from the prescribed flight
path. STOL aircraft operating from both the small, ill equipped airports
and the high density hubs should find the flexibility offered by INS
particularly attractive.
Strapdown systems offer a significant reduction in price and
reliability. However, a conventionally configured strapdown system
will still suffer many of the drawbacks of gimballed systems. The line
replaceable unit will still be a complete inertial package (3 axes of
gyros and accelerometers). Fail operational capability will still require
three complete systems, thereby reducing the reliability of the fail
operational condition by a factor of three over the reliability of a
single system. A single system will still likely be at least a factor
of two more expensive than a non-redundant set of instruments that could
be replaced. In addition, strapdown systems will not have the reversionary
attitude mode available when the computer fails. Several INS manufacturers
are currently developing strapdown systems. All of these reflect con-
ventional configurations with a price goal of $35K-$50K.
An integrated redundant strapdown system such as that being
developed by The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory for NASA/Ames can be a
real breakthrough for commercial INS making them cost effective for
short-haul airline use. The primary features of such a system which
could make it particularly attractive are:
(1) A high level of redundancy with a reduced
level of duplication
(2) Reliable fault isolation reducing the
probability of unverified removals (approxi-
mately 40 percent of present removals are
unverified)
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(3) On-line correction for stable bias shifts
normally requiring a system removal
(4) Line replaceable components (gyros and
accelerometers) rather than complete
systems.
Items 2, 3, and 4 are generally very difficult or impossible to achieve
with conventional nonredundant systems because of the inability to re-
liably detect and isolate component failures.
Several technological advances and demonstrations will be
required before manufacturers and the airlines will be willing to risk
an investment in an integrated redundant system. A program to develop
and demonstrate such a system should include the following steps.
(1) A demonstration of adequate performance in both the
normal and fault degraded modes. A demonstration
utilizing a STOL vehicle and representative STOL profiles
is particularly attractive because the greater rotational
motion (roll, pitch, and yaw) will exercise the system
in an environment in which strapdown is usually considered
least suited. Performance should be evaluated, not just
from the ability to navigate, but also from the ability
to provide acceptable attitude information.
(2) A test of the fault isolation and on-line correction
capabilities along with an analysis of the reliability
of these techniques.
(3) Demonstration of line replaceable components.
(4) A cost analysis to show whether such a system could be
significantly more cost effective than a dual conven-
tionally configured strapdown system. It is important
that this comparison be made to assure that the integrated
system could be sold in sufficient quantity to take
advantage of large production savings and to amortize
development costs. It will have to be attractive to the
airline desiring only dual redundancy as well as those
requiring triple or fail-operational status.
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(5) A reliability and failure mode analysis designed to
show that the fail-operational requirements of a
Category III Autoland system can be satisfied with
an integrated system. It is one thing to show that
a system can operate successfully in a degraded
mode and that a high degree of operational relia-
bility is achieved with a redundant system, but is
quite another matter to convince the manufacturers,
airlines, and certification authorities that the
required statistical level of safety is achieved
with redundancy in a single box. It should be noted
that, although the arguments for the integrated
system have not hinged on Category III, an aircraft
manufacturer or airline would be reluctant to consider
such a system unless it was compatible or could be
made compatible (without duplication) with Category
III requirements.
In addition, a flight test program of the SIRU system can be
used to determine the adequacy of conventional vertical gyros to satisfy
the autoland requirement for STOL aircraft.
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EXAMINATION OF STOL OPERATING EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of this task was to examine the STOL Operating
Experiments from the viewpoint of an airline or aircraft manufacturer,
to determine the ability of the experiments to provide data and
technology needed by these groups. As one part of this task, copies
of the Experiment Plan (Reference 7) were sent to several members of
industry for their comments. The responses received have been sent
to NASA/Ames Research Center. The Experiment Plan provided the basis
for examination of the proposed experiments.
The objectives of the STOL Operating Experiments are taken
directly from the Experiment Plan:
"...NASA and Ames Research Center in accordance with their
mission in aeronautics propose to define and contribute to
the technology development required to enable STOL transpor-
tation to become operational."
"A STOL transportation system consists of the aircraft and
related systems, navigation aids and data link, air traffic
control, and operational constraints such as environment,
customer, mission, etc. Ames Research Center is concerned
primarily with the aircraft and related systems, but must
consider this a part of the over-all STOL system and not as
an isolated concept to properly investigate aircraft system
performance, stability, control, etc."
"The experiments will assist in establishing a data base
for development of design criteria and operational procedures
for STOL aircraft and related systems."
The Experiment Plan is much too general in nature for a detailed
critique beyond that expressed in the industry responses of Appendix
C. The Plan is clearly responsive to the stated objectives and will
influence airline cost and manufacturer design to the extent that it
can provide data for optimization of in-flight performance with
minimum hardware complexity. The airlines, aircraft manufacturers,
and avionics manufacturers will almost certainly rely heavily on the
data provided for advanced design concepts. However, it is also clear
that the avionics complexity required to optimize STOL performance in
the future, congested ATC environment will greatly exceed the complexity
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of equipment aboard present short-haul aircraft. This increased
complexity will almost certainly increase maintainability costs.
The amount of this increase, if any, will depend to a great extent on
the reliability/maintainability technology available at the time.
The hazards of increasing system complexity without improving the
maintainability characteristics were evident in the simulation results
of Table 8, Page 35. Those results were obtained assuming conventional
analog technology to achieve the Category III capability.
The following excerpts from an airline report depict the maintain-
ability problems that the airlines have been experiencing.
"Maintenance expense...comprises about 25 percent of direct
operating costs"
"Maintenance efforts...are often ineffective in detecting,
preventing, and correcting failures because of the inability
to detect incipient failures by means of...functional tests
and because of the inability to locate faults after a failure
has been recognized"
"52 percent of the (autopilot) components replaced on an
unscheduled basis during maintenance checks did not elim-
inate the pilot's complaint"
"Disregarding downtime..., the cost of maintenance over the
15 year life of a jet transport can be expected to total
about 2 times its original cost. (Certain system and com-
ponent costs can be expected to total 10 to 100 times their
original cost.)"
It would seem that some of these problems would be relieved with
newer, more advanced aircraft. However, the following excerpt from the
November 12, 1973,issue of Aviation Week and Space Technology implies
that the reverse is true.
"Dispatch reliability of the three primary wide-body aircraft
is leveling off at a standard below that of smaller aircraft
such as the Boeing 727 and the McDonnell Douglas DC-9 at the
same point in their operations. Frank Borman, Eastern's
senior vice president-operations group, in noting this com-
mented that airlines should have expected it despite
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manufacturer forecasts because of the complexity
of the larger aircraft. Poorer reliability problem
is compounded because of the larger number of passengers
involved on the Boeing 747s, McDonnell Douglas DC-10s
and the Lockheed L-lOlls."
The adverse maintainability implications of increased complexity
can be neutralized with parallel technology developments in the areas
of reliability and maintainability. Without these developments,
airlines and aircraft manfuacturers will be reluctant to implement the
new avionics techniques developed through the Experiment Program.
Specifically, a reliability/maintainability technology program should
be aimed at achieving the following objectives.
(1). Longer effective system MTBF. This does not necessarily
imply use of higher reliability components, but can also be
achieved with more integrated redundancy (as opposed to
redundancy by black box duplication), use of reconfigurable
or self organizing digital computer techniques, etc.
(2) Elimination of unverified removals which presently represent
as much as half of all removals.
(3) Shorter mean maintenance delays through techniques for
rapid test and replacement.
(4) Reduced spares costs.
There does not appear to be any development activity, either within
the Experiment Plan or in other STOL avionics programs, aimed at achieving
these objectives.
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LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER MODEL
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APPENDIX A
LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER MODEL
The data required to model the visibility-ceiling conditions in the
terminal area in terms of VFR, Category I, Category II, and Category III
include:
1. Probability of occurrence of each condition
2. The duration or correlation time of each condition once
it occurs
3. The logic which defines the transition between conditions.
Data have been collected to model the conditions at San Jose
Municipal, Orange County and Sacramento Executive. Each type of data
and the resultant model are discussed below.
Visibility-Ceiling Probability of Occurrence
Under Task 7.1 of the contract, weather data in the vicinity of
San Jose Municipal, Sacramento Executive and Orange County were obtained
from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. The actual data are from McClellan AFB near Sacramento,
Moffett Naval Air Station near San Jose and Santa Ana (Marine Corps Air
Field) near Orange County. Following is a discussion of the low visibility
data which were obtained.
Visibility data are presented as a bivariate percentage frequency
distribution of ceiling versus visibility. Table A-1 is typical of the
data. Note that in this case the data are for Santa Ana MCAS and were
gathered during the period 1946-1947, 1952, 1954-1969. The data are for
February covering the three hourly observations from 0600-0800. All
data Are from hourly observations and are summarized as follows:
1. Annual - all years and all hours combined
2. By month - all years and all hours combined
3. By month - by standard 3-hour groups.
The standard 3-hours group summary was not available for McClellan AFB.
Table A-2 is a repeat of Table A-I except that the boundaries on
the landing weather categories have been indicated. The upper limit on
Category I or IFR weather is 1000 feet ceiling and 3 miles visibility.
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TABLE A-2. CEILING VERSUS VISIBILITY TABLE SHOWING
BOUNDS OF WEATHER CATEGORIES
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For this case the probability of Category I or worse weather conditions
is 100% - 78.7% = 21.3%. Category I weather conditions extend down to
200 feet ceiling and 2400 feet visibility. Thus, the probability of
Category II or worse conditions is approximately 100% - 92.8% = 7.2%
Category II conditions extend down to 100 feet ceiling and 1200 feet
visibility. Thus, the probability of Category III weather for this
case is approximately 100% - 94.2% = 5.8%. The probability of Category
II conditions is the probability of Category II or worse minus the
probability of Category III conditions. Thus, for this case the
probability of Category II conditions is
P(Cat. II) = P(Cat. II or worse) - P(Cat. III) = 7.2% - 5.8% = 1.4%.
Similarly, the probability of category I conditions is
P(Cat. I) = P(Cat. I or worse) - P(Cat. II or worse) = 21.3% - 7.2% = 14.1%.
Figures A-i through A-1 2 show these probabilities for Moffett Field
plotted as a function of three hour period for each month. Figures
A-13 through A- 2 4 show similar data for Santa Ana. Note in these
figures that the weather is worst in the winter months of November
through March. Figures A-25 and A-27 show the average conditions
for these months at Moffett Field and Santa Ana respectively.
Figures A-26 and A-28 show similar averages for the remainder of the
year.
Figure A-29 shows the monthly average conditions for McClellan
AFB. Hourly data were not available for this location.
Visibility-Ceiling Duration
Climatological summaries ( 1) supplied by the National Climatic Center
give some data on the expected duration of Category II and III conditions.
These data are presented in the form of the number of occurrences of a
given duration during a ten-year period. Data are available for Los
Angeles and Oakland which are closest geographically to the simulated
scenario. The data for these airports are shown in Table A-3. Figure
A-30 is a plot of the time of duration versus the percentage of the
occurrences which are of greater than or equal duration. In other words,
it presents duration time versus the probability of remaining in the
present category. The following two assumptions are made based on a
straight line fit of the data:
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FIGURE A-1. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JANUARY AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-2. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR FEBRUARY AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-3. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR MARCH AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-4. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR APRIL AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-5. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR MAY AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-6. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JUNE AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-7. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JULY AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-8.' PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR AUGUST AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-9. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR SEPTEMBER AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-10. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR OCTOBER AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-11. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR NOVEMBER AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-12. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR DECEMBER AT MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-13. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JANUARY AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-14. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR FEBRUARY AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-15. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR MARCH AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-16. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR APRIL AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-17. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR MAY AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-18. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JUNE AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-19. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR JULY AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-20. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR AUGUST AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-21. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR SEPTEMBER AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-22. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR OCTOBER AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-23. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR NOVEMBER AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-24. PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER CONDITIONS
FOR DECEMBER AT SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
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FIGURE A-25. AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER AT
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA FOR THE WINTER MONTHS
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FIGURE A-26. AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER AT
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA FOR THE SUMMER MONTHS
(APRIL-OCTOBER)
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FIGURE A-27. AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER AT
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA FOR THE WINTER MONTHS
(NOVEMBE R-MARCH)
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FIGURE A-28. AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER AT
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA FOR THE SUMMER MONTHS
(APRIL-OCTOBER)
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FIGURE A-29. AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF LOW VISIBILITY WEATHER AT
McCLELLAN AFB, CALIFORNIA FOR A YEARLY CYCLE
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TABLE A-3. NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OF GIVEN DURATION
DURING A TEN-YEAR PERIOD
Duration Oakland Los Angeles
(min) Category II Category III Category II Category III
1-15 116 22 445 78
16-30 72 28 161 74
31-45 45 30 89 50
46-60 33 21 42 31
61-90 15 27 37 63
91-120 9 17 17 36
121-180 4 22 15 46
181-240 3 19 5 34
241-360 1 14 0 45
361-480 0 10 0 25
480+ 0 20 0 17
Total 298 230 811 499
Note: Data are for all seasons and all hours for January 1956
January, 1956 to December, 1965.
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FIGURE A-30. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF DURATION
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1. The duration times for each category will be the same
for all three airports. This assumption is made to
accommodate the lack of data for Sacramento and because
of the good correlation of data for Oakland and Los Angeles.
2. The probability of remaining in a category is exponentially
dependent on duration (straight line fit on a semi-
logarithmic graph). This fit gives the following expenential
probability distribution functions:
Probability of the duration of Category II for
- .0341t
t minutes = e
Probability of the duration of Category III for
- .0071tt minutes = e 007
The expected value (mean) of the exponential probability
distribution is the inverse of the exponential coefficient
or:
I
Mean duration of Category II conditions 
- .0341
29.32 minutes.
Mean duration of Category III conditions =-
.0071
140.0 minutes.
No data were found on the correlation time of Category I weather.
However, a Congressional airport congestion study( 2) contains two weeks
(September 16-29, 1970) of IFR histories at Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The histories are in the form of hours of IFR weather during that period.
The data are scant with 11 occurrences at Los Angeles and only five at
San Francisco as shown below:
Duration of occurrences of IFR Conditions (hr):
Los Angeles 1i, 2, 3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13
San Francisco 1, 1, 2, 5, 5
The average duration for both airports taken together is 4.8 hr.
For the model described below, a mean duration of 200 min for Category I
yields a mean duration of 4.5 hr for IFR weather.
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In summary, the following probability density functions were
chosen based on the available data.
- .005t
Category I : e , 200 min
- 034t
Category II : e , 29 min
Category III: e- 0071t, 140 min
Weather Category Transition Logic
Figure A-31 shows a model for weather category transition. The qij
represent the intensity of transition from state i to state j. For
example, if the weather at time t is Category I, the probability that
Category II occurs a small time later is
PrICat. II at t + At) q 1 2 t •
VFR Cat. I Cat. II Cat. III
q 13
S 41 12 q23
4 1 2 3
q14 q 21 q 32
S q3 1
FIGURE A-31. CATEGORY TRANSITION MODEL
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The probabilities of weather categories satisfy the following matrix
differential equation(3 ):
P=Q P
where P1 = prob. of Cat. I
P2 = prob. of Cat. II
P=
P3 = prob. of Cat. III
P = prob. of VFR
(q12 + q13 + q1 4 ) q 2 1  q31 41
q12 -(q21 + q 2 3 ) q3 2  0
Q=
q13 q2 3  +(q31  q 3 2 ) 0
q14 0 0 -q41
The probability function defining the duration of a given state is:
Pii(t) = Pr Leave state i at t/in state i at t = 0 .
For the above model
P ii(t) = e
As an example, the probability function for Category II is:
-(q 2 1 + q 2 3 )t
P22(t) = e
For the model to be compatible with observed data for Categories II and III,
the following equations must hold:
q21 + q23 = 0.034
q31+ q3 2 = 0.0071
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Since data describing the occurrence of weather categories are available
for 3 hr periods, the remaining qi. are chosen for each 3-hr period so
that the resultant probabilities will closely match the given data. It
was found that a mean duration of 200 min for Category I would yield a
close match to the mean duration of IFR weather shown in the previous
section. Thus, the following additional constraint was imposed on the
qij's:
q1 2 
+ q1 3 
+ q14 
= 0.005
Figures A-32, A-33, and A-34 show a comparison of the model results and
the available data for Categories I, II, and III at San Jose.
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FIGURE A-32. COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS AND
DATA FOR CATEGORY I WEATHER
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FIGURE A-33. COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS AND
DATA FOR CATEGORY II WEATHER
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FIGURE A-34. COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS AND
DATA FOR CATEGORY III WEATHER
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APPENDIX B
MANEUVERING LIMITATIONS WITHIN MLS COVERAGE
This appendix contains a set of plots showing maneuvering limita-
tions within MLS coverage. The purpose of these plots is to obtain
some graphical insight into the relationship between MLS angular coverage
and aircraft turning maneuvers. Each plot shows a maneuver which starts
outside the MLS coverage. The plots depict the minimum distance which is
required to complete the indicated maneuver referenced to the MLS azimuth
antenna. The number to the right of the start of each trace is the in-
bound heading, where zero degrees is the final approach direction. These
paths were calculated assuming the the first turn begins one second after
entering the MLS coverage and that maximum bank angles and bank angle
rates are used throughout the maneuver. It is also assumed that the air-
craft can instantaneously achieve the desired bank angle rates. These
maneuvers are clearly not practical. However, they do show the airspace
limitations imposed by a given set of aircraft, MLS, and wind conditions.
Table B-I is an index of the plots. A dot near a Figure number
indicates that the MLS coverage does not constrain maneuvers for that
condition. That is, there is room for almost any maneuver before reaching
the common path.
To find a plot for a specified set of parameters, Table B-I is used
as follows. The varied parameters are:
V = aircraft true air speed in knots,
ym  = aircraft bank angle limit in degrees,
az = MLS azimuth angle in degrees,
x = common path length in nautical miles,
W = wind velocity in knots.
As an example, for W = 40, taz = 40, xcp = , = 25 and V = 110,
enter row five, column four. The specified plot is on Figure B-25.
rY142 E iOT FILIJD
TABLE B-I. FIGURE REFERENCE FOR THE PLOTS OF
MANEUVER LIMITATIONS
m/V W = 40 w = 0
az cp 25/110 25/95 25/80 15/110 15/95 15/80
20/1 B-i B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-6
20/2 B-7 B-8 B-9 B-10 B-11 B-12
20/3 B-13 B-14 B-15 B-16 B-17 B-18
20/4 B-19 B-20 B-21 B-22 B-23 B-24
40/1 B-25 B-26 B-27 B-28 B-29 B-30
40/2 B-31 B-32 B-33 B-34 B-35 B-36
* 0 6 0 0 0
40/3 B-37 B-38 B-39 B-40
o 0 0 0 0 0
40/4 B-41 B-42 B-43 B-44
60/1 B-45 B-46 
B-47 B-48
60/2 B-49 B-50 B-51
o 0 0 e a
60/3
S Indicates conditions under which two 180 degree turns can
be made within the MLS coverage,
Taz = maximum azimuth MLS angle in degrees
x = common path length in miles
cp
Om = aircraft bank angle limit in degrees
V = aircraft velocity in knots.
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Two bank angles were selected for these plots; 150 and 250. A
150 bank angle is a likely maximum nominal turn under no wind conditions.
That is, it is unlikely that nominal paths would be established requir-
ing turns at greater than 150 bank under no wind conditions. The 250
bank angle represents a reasonable autopilot bank angle limit (although
this limit might well be as high as 300 or 350). Thus, the conditions
of interest for maneuvering limitations are plots at 150 bank angle with
no wind and plots at 250 bank angle with worst case winds. These are
the cases shown in Table B-I. A worst case wind at terminal area
maneuvering altitudes is approximately 40 knots. The worst case direction
is a tailwind when approaching perpendicular to the final path. All of
the plots with wind reflect this case.
Referring to Table B-1, columns one and four are the worst cases
because they represent the highest aircraft velocity (110 knots). For
these two columns then, conclusions of manuevering limitations can be
drawn for MLS azimuth coverage of 200, 400, and 600.
Using the reasoning above, the worst cases for 200 azimuth MLS
coverage are shown on Figures B-1, B-4, B-7, B-10, B-13, B-16, B-19,
and B-22. From these plots it is apparent that nominal paths should
intersect the MLS at least 3/4 mile beyond the common path gate to
assure that a successful approach can be made at any inbound heading.
The worst cases for 400 azimuth MLS coverage are shown on Figures
B-25, B-28, B-31, and B-34. Except for cases of a one mile common path,
aircraft could enter the MLS coverage short of the common path gate and
execute an "S" turn onto the final path. The same is true for all of the
600 azimuth coverage cases.
A final caution should be noted regarding the conclusions drawn
above. The plots were made assuming a 4000 feet runway with the
azimuth transmitter located 1000 feet beyond the stop end of the
runway. The maneuvers shown assume that the aircraft is always
operating in level flight against either bank or bank rate limits and
that turns are started at exactly the right times. The initial turn
is made one second after entering the coverage. The maneuvers shown
are not practical, but represent worst case entries to MLS coverage from
which the aircraft can recover without a go-around. Actual nominal paths
should intersect the MLS coverage far enough from the azimuth antenna so
that cross track uncertainties will provide little likelihood of requiring
the maneuvers shown in this appendix.
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+1.nm + + + +
53 *
94.
0. I + + + +
-. o. / + + + +
-2. n + + + + +
-3. no + + + +
-. no + + + + +
-5. n 4 1 + + .
0. I .n 2.no 3. no q. n
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-1. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 1000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = 0O. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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+I.+nm + + +
s8.*
85.
0. + + + +
-I.no + + + +
-2. n + + + + +
-3. nm + + + +
-4.n n.+ + + + +
-5. nm+ + + + +
0. I.nm 2.nm 3.nm q.ne
*Initial Inbound Aircraft Heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-2. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 91000. ft.
Az I muth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Air cr aft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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*. nm+ + + +
62
0. + + + +
-I.nm + + + +
-2. nm+ + + + +
-3.nlm+ + + + +
-4. nm+ + + + +
-5. n + + + + +
0. I.nm 2.nm 3.nm q.no
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-3. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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*I.nm + + 53* + + +
-I. + + + +
-2. nm+ + + + +
-3 no + + + + +
-9. n+ + + + +
-5. n.+ + + + +
0. I.nm 2. n 3. nm 4.n
FIGURE B-4. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees. Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle l imit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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+I. nm + + + +
105.
O. + + + +
-I. M + + + +
-2.nm+ + + + +
-3. nm + + + + +
-5. nn+ + + + +
5 n m+ + + + +
0. 1.nm 2.nm 3.nm . nm
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-5. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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+I .na+ + + +l.nm
4 7 4 - 4
71.
101.
117.
0. 1 7.+ + +
-1 n. + + + +
-2. no+ + + + +
-3 ne + + + +
-4.n4+ + + + +
-5. nm+ + + + +
0. 1.nm 2.nm 3.nm 4. n
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-6. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircr aft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction = O. deg.
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+1 n + + + + +
P3.
104.
I I .
o. + + +
-1.nm + + + +
-2.nm + + + +
-3. n + + + + +
-4. n+ + +- + +
-5. n + + + + +
0. 1.no 2.nm 3.nm 4,no
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-7. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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+1 nml + + + +
417. *
12.
96.
IT.
0. + + +
160 .
206.
-1n. + + + *
-2.nm + + + +
-3.n.+ + + + +
-. 0+ + + + +
-. n.+ + + + +
0 . I n 2. nm 3 .nm i . n
* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the linal heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-8. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =4O. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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72.
123.
151.
-1. + + + +
-2. n + + + +
-3.. n+ + + + +
-4. n.+ + + + +
-5. nm+ + + + +
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-9. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =Q0. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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+I . na+ + + + +
93.
1 32.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-10, MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay length = 14000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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+1. nm+ + + + +
55.
137.
152.
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-2 + + + +
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-11. MANUEVEF CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay Iength = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft ve Io city = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-12. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 14000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Air cr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./s e c.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-13. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siti ng beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-14. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-15. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nre.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-16. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.160
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-17. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-18. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runmay length = i000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Arimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.162
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-19. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =4. nm.
Runway length = 000. ft.
A z i muth siting beyo nd stop end of r unway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
AIrr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-20. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length ='4. nm.
Runway length = 0000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Air cr aft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = 0O. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-21. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =4. nm.
Runway length = Q000. ft.
Az I muth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate I I m t =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-22. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =: . nm.
Runway length = Q000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit :10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity O0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial Inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-23. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =4. nm.
Runmay length = 000. ft.
Azi muth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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FIGURE B-24. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =Q. nm.
Runmay length = 0000. ft.
Azi muth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =20. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-25. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length - 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direct ion = 90. deg.
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zero degrees.
FIGURE B-26. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER TEE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runtay length = '000. ft.
Ar I muth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate I mi t =10. deg./sec.
Aircr aft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = 40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-27. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runmay length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle :40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = O0. kn,.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-28. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity O0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-29. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runmay length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle = 0O. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-30. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle ='O. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction 0= . deg.174
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-31. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 14000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =90. deg.
Air cr aft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Air cr aft bank angle r ate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-32. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
,Runmay length = L000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle = O. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate liMit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity ='0. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-33. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Air cr aft velo city = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = 0O. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-34. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS
Common path length =2. nm.
:Runway length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
1MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. sec.
Aircraft velocity =1 00. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direct ion = 0. deg.
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FIGURE B-35. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 9O00. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of r unway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =90. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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FIGURE B-36. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =iO. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate Ilmit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
180 Wind direction = 0. deg.
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FIGURE B-37. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azi muth siting beyond stop end of r unmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Air craft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-38. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. n .
Run-ay length = 9000. ft.
Arimuth siting beyond stop end of run ay =1000. ft4
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocl ty = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
182 Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-39. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =90. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-40. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =3. nm.
Runmay length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
Wind direction = 0. dog.
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FIGURE B-41. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =Q. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =1O. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank an-g-le rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =Q0. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B.42. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =4. nm.
Runmay length = Q000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =Q0. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B,43. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length = 9 nm.
Runway length = 000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azrimuth angle =40. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-44. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length Lf. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Az I muth angle = 0. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft veloclty =110. kn.
Wind velocity = O. kn.
188 Wind direct Ion = 0. deg.
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* Initial inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-45. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runmay length = '000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runway =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =.60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle Ilmit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direct ion = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-46. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runmay length = 4000. ft.
A I muth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Arimuth angle =60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =Q0. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-47. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Air cr aft bank angle r ate li mit =10. deg./sec.
Air cr aft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocit y = 0. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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* Initial Inbound aircraft heading in degrees where the final heading is
zero degrees.
FIGURE B-48. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =1. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =15. deg.
Ali cr aft bank angle rate limit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity = 0. kn.
Wind direction = 0. deg.
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FIGURE B-49. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate Itmit =10. deg./sec.
Aircraft velocity =110. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-50, MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runmay length = 9000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of runmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =60. deg.
Aircraft bank angle limit =25. deg.
Aircraft bank angle rate I mit =10. deg. /se c
Aircraft velocity = 95. kn.
Wind velocity =90. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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FIGURE B-51. MANUEVER CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
Common path length =2. nm.
Runway length = 4000. ft.
Azimuth siting beyond stop end of r unmay =1000. ft.
MLS Azimuth angle =60. deg.
Ai r cr aft b ank an g I e limit =25. de g.
Aircraft bank angle rate Ilmit =10. deg. /sec.
Aircraft velocity = 80. kn.
Wind velocity =40. kn.
Wind direction = 90. deg.
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